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Chapter 7

1Introduction

In this thesis new approaches to the planar tracking problem are inves
tigated. The tracking problem involves the estimation of the location and the
velocity of a nonstationary target based on noisy bearing-angle measure
ments. This problem is a nonlinear filtering problem. An exact finite dimen
sional solution of this problem does not exist. Therefore approximate filters
must be derived to obtain implementable algorithms. The standard approach
is based on the linearisation of the nonlinearities around the current state es
timates (extended KaIman filter, EKF). Unfortunately this method shows
several problems. The truncation of the drift term results in propagation er
rors and the truncation of the measurement function in biased aposteriori es
timates. Moreover due to the linearization around the estimated trajectory
the filter is higWy sensitive with respectto the generated estimates. All these
problems are the motivation for the search of new methods to derive approx
imate tracking filters.

In general a nonlinear filtering problem does not have a finite dimen
sional solution. Moreover the use of an exact numerical algorithrn is possible
only for systems without input noise since both the mean square and the
maximum aposteriori estimator require an exactly analytical formula for the
aposteriori probability density function. The implementation of an exact nu
merical algorithrns involves the integration of the density funclion multi
plied by the state vector for the calculation of the mean square estimate or
the maximization of density function for the calculation of the maximum a
posteriori estimate. Such an implementation requires a computational power
that is usually unrealistically high. One is therefore forced to search for ap
proximate solutions. An overview of the nonlinear approach is given in Fig
ure 1.
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The drawback is that the expansion must be done around the current esti
mates. This results in the sensitivity problems known from the EKF. There
fore new approaches are considered:

- Nonlinear transformations. The goal is to convert the original nonlin
ear filtering problem to a (possibly linear) problem for which a solu
tion is known.

i) Pseudolinear filter: Transformation of the measurement equa
tion.

ii) Immersion: State space transformation.

- Potential approach. This approach is based on the existence of on ap-
propriate potential function.

Each of these methods is based on several assumptions about the system dy
namics and the measurement function. The assumptions are normally not
satisfied (like the assumption of linearity for the Kalman filter). Thus, the
practical relevance of each approach is determined by the possibility to de
rive useful approximations. The possibilities to derive approximate, imple
mentable algorithrns for the tracking problem from the special solutions
mentioned above are the main topic of this thesis. An overview of the ap
proaches for the derivation of approximate filter algorithrns is given in Fig
ure 2.

As a starting point for the development of new tracking algorithms in
Chapter 2 the exact filters for three dasses of problems are studied. First the
linear Gaussian problem is presented (KaIman filter). Then systems with a
potential and linear measurements are considered (Benes and extended
Benes filter). The last dass covers alI finite dimensional problems (solution
with immersion). The filters presented in these three dasses can solve only
special problems. It is therefore necessary to look for approximate solutions.
In Chapter 3 the possibilities to derive approximate algorithrns from the ex
act filters associated with each type ofproblem dass is presented. The result
ing approximate filters are compared with the EKF. In Chapter 4 these filters
are applied to the planar tracking problem. At the end of this chapter a pos
sible implementation of the exact maximum aposteriori estimator (MAP) is
given. In Chapter 5 simulation results are presented. A summary and the
conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

2 Exact Linear and Nonlinear Filters

The purpose of this chapter is to present the filtering problem and to in
troduce the most important known exact filters. At the beginning the algo
rithm for the exact solution of the general nonlinear problem is presented.
This algorithm involves the solution of a nonlinear partial differential equa
tion. Therefore special system structures are searched that permit an easy so
lution of this equation. Each of the presented filters is based on different spe
cific asswnptions. Therefore each filter solves a different type of estimation
problem. The most important one is the linear Gaussian problem. This prob
lem is solved exactly by the Kaiman filter and the density function of the
state is completely characterized in terms of two parameters, the state and
the covariance estimates. An other dass of systems is given by systems
where the drift function has a potential. This problem is solved with the
Benes theory. Also in this case the exact solution of the filtering problem as
swnes an exponential density function characterized in terms of two param
eters. In the last section of this chapter the system immersion method is an
alyzed. With this method it is possible to point out whether a problem has a
finite dimension.

All these methods are developed in the next chapter for the construction
of approximate nonlinear filters.

2.1 The Filtering Problem

Consider a continuous time-varying stochastic process described by the
Itö stochastic differential equation

dx = fix, t)dt + G(x, t)dß(t)

with the initial condition:

(2.1)

(2.2)



and the discrete measurements

(2.3)

X E Rn denotes the state vector, fix, I) E Rn is the nonlinear drift and
dß/dl E Rm is a continuous zero-mean Gaussian white input noise with in
tensity Q(/). G(x, I) E Rn x m is astate dependent matrix. The independent
variable is the time I. 10 denotes the initial time and I k the k-th sampling
time. The initial state Xo is assumed to be a random vector with a known, not
necessarily Gaussian, density p(x, 10), y E RP is a vector of measurements,
h E RP is a nonlinear function of the state x and of the time I, and v E RP is
a discrete zero-mean Gaussian white measurement noise with covariance
S(tk)' It is assumed that the random variables xo' ß and v are mutually in
dependent. In order to simplify the notation we will write x k for x(tk) etc.

2.2 The Exact Solution of the Filtering Problem

The principal step of solving a filtering problem is the calculation of the
conditional probability density function. In filtering problems of the type
(2.1)-(2.3) with continuous dynamies and discrete observations, this func
tion is propagated between measurements with the Fokker-Planck equation
(a priori density) and updated with Bayes' rule at each sampling time (a pos
teriori density).

After the determination of the aposteriori density the state estimate may
be computed. The mean square (MS) estimate is computed by minimizing
the variance of the state eITor. This estimate corresponds to the conditional
mean and is unbiased. Unfortunately the computation ofthe MS estimate re
quires a lot of computer power and in general cannot be performed in real
time. Therefore the "maximum aposteriori probability" (MAP) estimator is
often used instead: here the estimate maximizes the aposteriori conditional
probability density function and the integration is replaced by a differentia
tion.

In order to summarize the formal solution of the nonlinear filtering prob
lem the following definitions are introduced:

p(x, ~ y, 't): density of x at the time I given y at the time 't

and

(2.4)

The recursive solution of the filtering problem then involves the following
three steps (see Figure 3):

6



1. Determination of the apriori conditional probability density function
p(x, 1~ Yk _ I) at the k-th sarnpling time given the aposteriori density
p(x, tk _ dYk _ I) at the (k - 1) -th sarnpling time. This is done by solv
ing the Folcker-Planck equation in the interval [Ik _ I' 1k] :

__ ~ d(p(x, I1 Yk - I )!)
- Li dX.

j = 1 I

+ I ~ d2(p(X'~Yk_I)(GQGT)i)
2 Li dX.dX.

i,j = 1 I J (2.5)

2. Determination of the aposteriori density p(x, 1~ Yk) at the k-th sarnpling
time using Bayes' rule.

p(y, l~xk)P(x, Ikl Yk - I)

p(Y, Ikl Yk - I)
(2.6)

Remarks:

i) The evaluation of (2.6) requires the calculation of the densities

p(Y, I~xk) and p(Y, Ikl Yk - I)' The density p(Y, I~xk) is determined by
(2.3) and the density Py(v, Ik) ofthe measurement noise v:

p(y,/~xk) = Py((y-h(X,lk)),lk) (2.7)

The density p(Y, 1kl Yk _ I) is obtained by integration of the known den
sity p(y, x, 1kl Yk _ I)' The theorem of the total probability yields:

p(Y, x, Ikl Yk - I ) = p(y, Iklx, Ik, Yk_I)P(x, I~ Yk - I) (2.8)

and

(2.9)

ii) The calculation of the integral (2.9) is not required by the MAP esti
mator. The density p(Y, 1kl Yk _ I) does not depend on the state xk and is
only a normalizing constant. This constant does not have any influence
on the maximization of p(x, Ikl Yk) with respect to xk.

3. Calculation of the MS- or the MAP- state estimate:

(2.10)



or

Xk, MAP = arg maxXk {p(X, tkl Yk)}

= arg maxXk {p(y, tk!x, tk)p(x, tkl Yk - 1)}

2.2.1 Discussion

(2.11)

The Fokker-Planck equation is in general a nonlinear partial differential
equation and has an analytical solution only for a small dass of systems.
Moreover in general the solution cannot be expressed in tenns of a finite
number of parameters. Except for the linear Gaussian case there is only a
smaU dass of systems for which finite dimensional filters exist [16, 17, 18,
19,20,21,23]. It results that the approximation methods are of great practi
cal importance.

STEP 1

Fokker-Pfanck Equation

STEP2

Bayes' Rufe p(x, t~ Yk - 1)

p(x, tkl Yk)~ Yk

t STEP3
p(Y, t~xk)

Estimation

Xklk

Figure 3: General Filtering Algorithm
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(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.16)

2.3 The Kaiman Filter

The Kalman (KF) filter represents the exact solution of the linear Gaus
sian filtering problem. The linearity of the process dynamics and of the mea
surement model with Gaussian input and measurement noise guaranties that
an initial Gaussian density of the state vector remains Gaussian for all times.
The linear Gaussian problem is completely characterized by its mean vector
and covariance matrix. The filtering problem reduces to the propagation and
updating of these two statistical parameters. The complete derivation is giv
en in [1,2,3,4,5].

2.3.1 Assumptions

The equations of the linear Gaussian problem are a special case of the
general equations (2.1 )-(2.3) with:

{(x, t) = F(t)x(t)

G(x, t) = G(t)

h(x(tk)' tk) = H(tk)x(tk)

where FERn x n, GERn x m and H E RP x n. The initial state X o is as
sumed to be a random vector with a known, Gaussian, density p(xo)'

2.3.2 Equations of the Kaiman Filter

The propagation equations for the mode m and the covariance matrix L
in theinterval [tk,tk + 1] are:

dm(t)-- = F(t)m(t) (2.15)
dt

d~~t) = F(t)L(t) + L(t)FT(t) + G(t)Q(t)GT(t)

m(tk) = xkjk (2.17)

L(tk) = Lkj k (2.18)

(2.15)-(2.18) render the propagated mode and covariance at the time tk + 1:

xk+ llk = m(tk+ 1) (2.19)

L k + llk = L(tk + 1) (2.20)

9



The update equations are:

xk+lI k +1 = xk+llk+Kk + 1 [Yk+I-Hk+lxk+llk] (2.21)

Lk+llk+l = Lk+llk-Kk+IHk+ILk+llk (2.22)

T [ T J- 1
K k + 1 = Lk+llkHk+l Hk+lLk+llkHk+l +Sk+l (2.23)

Remark: For the linear Gaussian problem the MS estimator and the MAP es
timator generate the same state and covariance estimates. The KaIman filter
represents the optimal solution of the problem in the sense of both estima
tors.

2.4 The Benes Filter

The Benes filter (BF) is an exact finite dimensional filter far a special
dass of nonlinear time invariant problems with a linear measurement equa
tion. This filter is based on the condition that the time independent system
dynamics f(x) must have a potential. Linear systems satisfy this condition
only if the system matrix is symmetrical. Therefore the Benes filter only
covers a subset of the linear Gaussian filtering problems. Another restriction
of the Benes filter is that the matrix G is assumed to be constant and nonsin
gular and the measurement noise intensity matrix Q is assumed to be con
stant and strictly positive definite.

A complete derivation of the BF is found in [8]. In [9] the same filter is
derived using filtering equations which are equivalent to Zakai 's equation
[2]. The generalization of the filter to systems with time dependent observa
tion matrix Hand measurement noise intensity matrix S is given in [7].

In this section the filter equations of the BF are verified using the theory
presented in section 2.2.

2.4.1 Assumptions

The following restrictions ofthe general equations (2.1 )-(2.3) character
ize the BF. Tune invariant drift:

f(x, t) = j{x)

with state and time independent diffusion:

G(x, t) = G = constant and nonsingular

10
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Linear measurements:

(2.26)

(2.30)

with state and time independent power spectral density:

Q(x, t) = Q = constant and nonsingular (2.27)

where fix) E Rn, C E Rn x m and H E RP x n. Moreover the state x(t) has a
nowhere vanishing unconditional probability density p(x, t) that is twice
continuously differentiable with respect to X and continuously differentiable
in t.

Remark: The formulation (2.24)-(2.27) is equivalent to the one used in the
literature [7] and [8) where the matrices G and Q are assumed to be identity
matrices. Both formulations represent the same problem in different coordi
nate systems.

The Benes filter is based on an assumed form for the conditional proba
bility density function. Basically this form is derived from the modulation of
a Gaussian density with an exponential potential term. The aposteriori con
ditional probability density function of the state x at the time tk is assumed
to be of the form:

1 T -1
)(kexp(F(x»exp {-"2 (x - mkj k) Pkl k (x - m kl k) }

(2.28)

where )( is a time dependent constant, F(x) is a potential function, m is an n
vector and P is a positive definite symmetrical n x n matrix. It is obvious
that the density of the initial state x(tO) must itself have such a structure:

1 T -1
p(x, tO) = )(Oexp(F(x»exp { -"2 (x - mO) Po (x - mO) } (2.29)

The density (2.28) must satisfy the Fokker-Planck equation in the interval
[tk' tk + 1] . This is guaranteed if the following conditions are satisfied:

oF(x) T
fix) - CQCT

(dX) = 0

(2.31 )

where A E Rn x n, b E Rn, and cER are time independent. The equation
(2.30) implies that the function F(x) is a potential associated with the drift
f(x). With the assumption of Gaussian measurement noise (2.3) and the con
ditions (2.30)-(2.31) the analytical form of the assumed probability density
satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation at each time and the filtering problem

11



(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.34)

(2.35)

has an exact solution. The density is characterized by two statistical param
eters, the vector m and the matrix P but in contrast to the KaIman filter they
do not represent the estimate and the covariance of the state x. It follows that
after the propagation and update of these parameters it will be necessary to
calculate the estimate with the MS or MAP estimator. Because of the restric
tions (2.24)-(2.27), (2.29) and in particular (2.30)-(2.31) the dass of prob
lems that can be solved exactly with the Benes filter is quite small.

2.4.2 Equations of the Benes Filter

The auxiliary vector m and the auxiliary matrix P are propagated in the
interval [Ik' Ik + I] using the following formulas:

dm(t) 1
-----cf( = - P(t)Am(t) - 2P(t)b (2.32)

d:~t) = GQGT - P(t)AP(t) (2.33)

m(tk} = mk1k

P(lk) = Pk1k

subject to the initial conditions mO and PO.

(2.32)-(2.35) render the propagated parameters at the time tk + 1:

mk + Ilk = m(tk+ I)

Pk + Ilk = P(tk+ I)

The update equations are:

mk+llk+1 = mk+llk+Kk+I[Yk+I-Hk+lmk+llk] (2.38)

Pk+llk+1 = Pk+llk-Kk+IHk+IPk+llk (2.39)

T [ T J- 1
K k + 1 = Pk + IlkHk + 1 H k + IPk+ IlkHk + 1 + Sk+ 1 (2.40)

These update equations are identical to the ones for the update of the condi
tional mean and the covariance matrix of the Kalman filter. This results from
the linearity of the observation equation (2.26) with a Gaussian measure
ment noise.

12



(2.41 )

2.4.3 Derivation of the Filter Equations

To prove that the presented filter equations are the exact solution for the
given filtering problem it is sufficient to verify that the conditional probabil
ity density function (2.28) subject to the conditions (2.30)-(2.31) and the
propagation equations (2.32)-(2.35) satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation in
the interval [tk' tk + 1] . The update equations (2.38)-(2.40) are derived us
ing the Bayes' rule.

2.4.3.1 Derivation ofthe Propagation Equations

In the interval [tk' tk + 1] the conditional probability density function (2.28)
is propagated with the Fokker-Planck equation:

op op of 1 ro2p
di = Tr {- f"dX - P"dX + "2 GQG ox2 }

subject to the initial condition:

p(t=tk) = p(x, tkl Yk) (2.42)

where for simplicity p denotes p(x, ~ Yk). By inserting the density (2.28) into
the Fokker-Planck equation (2.41) one obtains the conditions (2.30)-(2.31)
and the propagation equations (2.32)-(2.35) for the parameters m and P. For
this purpose it is helpful to calculate some required derivatives first. Two
auxiliary quantities are introduced:

N = p- 1

1 r<I>=-"2(x-m) N(x-m)

Straightforward manipulations with the definition

() = .4-( )
dt

yield:

PN = 1

N = -r1pN = _r1pp-1

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

The partial derivatives of <I> with respect to the time t and to the state x are:

(2.48)

13



(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.51 )

0<1>
d:t = -(x-m)TN

02<1>
- =-N
ox2

One can now write the partial derivatives of p(x, ~ Yk):

op [0<1> K]
di=Pd"t+K

op [0<1> OF]
di=Pd:t+di

02p op T[O<1> OF] [0
2

<1> 02F ]- = (--c) ~+~ +p -+-
ox2 ax ax ax ox2 ox2

After inserting the potential condition (2.30) into the Fokker-Planck equa
tion (2.41) one obtains:

op T oF Top T02F 1 T02P
-oe = Tr {- GQG (~) --c - pGQG -2 + -2 GQG -2}
ar ax ax dX dX

(2.54)

(2.53) in (2.54):

op 1 T[ dP T[ 0<1> OF] [0
2

<1> 02F ]]- = Tr{-GQG (--c) --- +p --- }
or 2 ax OX OX ox2 ox2

(2.55)

(2.52) in (2.55):

op 1 T[ 0<1> To<1> 0<1> ToF oF To<1>
di = pTr{2 GQG (d:t) d:t- (di) dX+ (dX) di

oF ToF 02<1> 02F ]
-(--c) ~+~-- }

ax ax ox2 ox2

(2.56)

Because the partial derivatives of<1> and F with respect to the state x are vec
tors, one may write:

0<1> ToF oF T0<1>
( ox) OX = (ox) OX

(2.51) and (2.57) in (2.56):

(2.57)
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a<1> JC
---.,-:- +
01 K

I T[ a<1> Ta<1> aF TaF a2<1> a
2
F]

Tr{-2 GQG (-.,--) -.,--- (-.,-) ~+-2 --2 }
ax ax ax ax ax ax

(2.58)

With the matrix equality

Tr (TwzT ) = zTTw (2.59)

where T is a square n X n matrix, wand z are n-vectors, (2.58) may be writ
ten as:

(2.60)

After inserting the polynomial condition (2.31) into (2.60) one obtains:

[
a<1> JC] a<1> T a<1> T Ta

2
<1>

2 dt + K = dX GQG (dX) + Tr {GQG ax2 }

- (x
T

Ax + b
T

x + c) (2.61)

This equation may be reduced to a second order polynomial in x by substi
tution of the previously calculated partial derivatives of the function <1>.

2(x-m)TNm - (x-m)TN(x-m) +2~
K

(2.62)

(2.62) has to be satisfied for all x, i.e., the respective coefficients of the qua
dratic and linear terms in x must be zero. The terms that are independent of
x are used only to calculate the normalizing constant of the conditional prob
ability function.

Terms in xTx:

(2.63)
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With (2.43)-(2.47) this results in:

P = -PAP+GQGT

Tenns in x:

(2.64)

(2.68)

XT[NriI+Nm+~b+NGQGTNmJ = O,\ix (2.65)

With (2.46) and (2.47) one obtains the propagation equation for m:

riI = - PAm - ~Pb (2.66)
2

The tenns in (2.62) independent of the state x give the differential equations
for the nonnalizing constant 1C:

T K T· T T-2m NriI+2-+c-m [N+NGQG N]m-Tr(GQG N) = 0
lC

(2.67)

When using the MAP estimator this equation need not be evaluated.

2.4.3.2 Derivation ofthe Update Equations

To prove that the equations (2.38)-(2.40) represent the update equations
for the auxiliary values m and P it is sufficient to verify that the conditional
probability density function (2.28) with (2.38)-(2.40) at the time tk + 1 satis
fies the Bayes' rule (2.6).

The aposteriori, the apriori and the noise densities of the filter are:

p(x,tk + 1IYk+l) = lCk + 1exp{Fk + 1

1 T -I
-2:(x-mk+llk+l) Pk+llk+l(x-mk+llk+I)}

p(X,tk+IIYk) = lCk+1exp{Fk+ 1

1 T -I
-2:(x-mk + 11k) Pk+llk(x-mk+llk)}

P(Y,tk + 1Ix,tk + 1) = xk+1exp{

1 T -I
-2(Hk + 1x-y) Sk+I(Hk + 1x-y)}

(2.69)

(2.70)

where (2.70) is given from the Gaussian observation noise v (equation (2.3»
and Xis a given function oftime. The density p(y, tk + 11 Yk) does not depend
on the state x, i.e., it is only a nonnalizing constant. Iriserting (2.68)-(2.70)
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into (2.6) one obtains:

T -I
(x-mk+llk+l) Pk+llk+l(x-mk+llk+I)=

T -I Xk+ 1
(x-mk + 11k) Pk+llk(x-mk+llk) -2In{p(Y,t

k
+

I
IY

k
)}

+ ( (Hk + 1x - y) TSk~ 1 (Hk + 1x - y) )

(2.71 )

(2.71) has to be satisfied for all x, i.e., the respective coefficients of the qua
dratic and linear terms in x must be zero. The terms that are independent of
x are used only to calcu1ate the normalizing constant of the conditional prob
ability function.

Terms in xTx:

hence:

(2.72)

-I -1 T-I
Pk+llk+1 = Pk+llk+Hk+ISk+IHk+l

Terms in x:

(2.73)

hence:

= O,V'x

(2.74)

-I -I T -1
P k + llk+ Imk+ llk+ 1 = Pk + llkmk+ llk+ H k+ I Sk+ lY (2.75)

Terms independent of the state x:

T -1 Xk + 1
mk + Ilk+ I Pk+ llk+ Imk+ Ilk+ 1 +2In(p(y, t

k
+ 11 Y

k
»

T -I T -I
-mk+lIkPk+llkmk+llk-Y Sk+IY = ° (2.76)

With some manipulations and the matrix identity of Schur [2, p. 261-262]
one obtains from (2.73) and (2.75) the update formulas (2.38)-(2.40) for the
statistical parameters m and P. When using the MAP estimator (2.76) need
not be evaluated.
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2.5 The Extended Benes Filter

In this section a generalization of the potential equation (2.30) of the
Benes filter is analyzed an the complete derivation is given. The resulting fil
ter is called extended Benes filter (EBF). The derivation of this filter was first
given in [6]. It includes as special cases the Benes filter and the KaIman fil
ter. Moreover the drift function is extended and may be time dependent. It
turns out that for time varying systems there is no restriction for the proba
bility density function at the initial time. However it will be necessary to
solve off-line the instationary Fokker-Planck equation.

2.5.1 Assumptions

The following restrictions characterize the EBF. The diffusion process
is state independent:

G(x, t) = G(t) = nonsingular

Linear measurements:

(2.77)

(2.78)h(x(tk)' tk) = H(tk)x(tk)

with state independent power spectral density:

Q(x, t) = Q(t) = nonsingular (2.79)

where GERn x m and H E RP x n. Moreover the state x(t) is assumed to
have a nowhere vanishing unconditional probability density p(x, t) which is
twice continuously differentiable with respect to X and continuously differ
entiable in t.

As in the previous section the extended Benes filter is based on an as
sumed form for the conditional probability density function. Again this form
is derived from modulating a Gaussian density. The aposteriori conditional
probability density function of the state x at the time tk is assumed to be of
the form:

",$ 1 T -1
p(x, t~ Yk) = K(tk) 'I' (x, tk)exp {-2 (x - mkj k) Pkj k (x - mkj k) }

(2.80)

where J( is a time dependent constant, 'l'(x, t) is astate and time dependent
modulation function, m is an n-vector, P is a positive definite symmetrical
n x n matrix and s is areal number between zero and one:

O<s<l
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(2.82)

The existence of an exact nonlinear filter is based on three assumptions. The
first one is the existence of a real positive scalar function ",(x, t) that satisfies
the instationary Fokker-Planck equation:

d"'(X, t) d\jl(X, t) df(x, t)
~ = -~f(x,t)-\jI(x,t)Tr(~)

+ -21 Tr(G(t)Q(t)GT(t) d2\j1(~, t»
dX

with the initial condition:

1

[
1 T -\ JS\jI(x, to) = p(x, to)exp { 2 (x - mo) Po (x - mo) } (2.83)

(2.84)

p(xo) is the initial probability density of the state x. In order to simplify the
notation a new variable is introduced:

d 1 d\jl(X, t)
r = "dX1n(\jI(x, t» = \jI(x, t)~

The other two conditions for the system drift are:

Tr(df(;; t» + ~ rG(t)Q(t)GT(t)rT = xTA(t)x + bT(t)x + c(t) (2.85)

fi.x, t) - sG(t)Q(t)GT(t)rT = D(t)x + E(t) (2.86)

where A, D E Rn x n, b, E E Rn, and cER are time dependent. (2.86) rep
resents the generalized potential condition. lf the conditions (2.85)-(2.86)
are satisfied and the function \jI(x, t) represents the solution of the equation
(2.82) with the initial condition (2.83) then the assumed probability density
(2.80) satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation at each time and the filtering
problem has an exact solution given below.

Remarks:

i) The EBF is obtained from the BF by the introduction of the general po
tential

F(x, t) = sln(\jI(x, t» (2.87)

ii) From (2.80), (2.85) and (2.86) follows that if the value of s goes to zero
the filtering problem reduces to the linear Gaussian problem (section
2.3).

iii) lf a problem admits more then one s then the different values of s repre
sent different parametrization of the same problem. The linear Gaussian
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problem can be solved with the EBF theory for each value of s. For
s = 1/2 the two parameters m and P are the estimated states and cova
riances.

2.5.2 Equations of the Extended Benes Filter

The auxiliary vector m and the auxiliary matrix P are propagated in the
interval [tk, tk + 1] using the following formulas:

dm(t)
-----cit = 2 (s - 1) P(t)A(t)m(t) + D(t)m(t) + (s - 1) P(t)b(t) + E(t)

(2.88)

d~~t) = 2 (s - 1) P(t)A(t)P(t) + D(t)P(t) + P(t)DT(t)

+ G(t)Q(t)GT(t)

m(tk) = mkl k

P(tk) = Pkl k

(2.88)-(2.91) render the propagated parameters at the time tk + 1:

mk + Ilk = m(tk+ I)

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)

(2.92)

Pk + 11k = P(tk+ I) (2.93)

subject to the initial conditions mO and PO. It is interesting to note that the
density of the initial state xodoes not depend on m and P, that is, at the be
ginning the two parameters are arbitrary (see (2.80) and (2.83».These de
grees of freedom could for example be used to select an initial condition that
allows for an efficient solution of (2.82). The values of mOand Po influence
the solution of (2.82) and the trajectories of m and P.

Due to the linear structure of the measurement model the update equa
tions are equal to the ones of the Benes filter (2.38)-(2.40).

In the time invariant case (f, G, Q do not depend on the time), the func
tion '" andA, b, c, D and E also have to be time independent. The assumption
for the aposteriori conditional probability density function then reduces to:

s 1 T -I
p(x,t~Yk) = K(tk)q (x)exp{-2(x-m k1 k) Pkjk(x-mkjk)}

(2.94)

where the time independent function q(x) substitutes ",(x, t). The density of
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the initial state X omust now have the given structure:

(2.95)

(2.96)

i.e., the values mo and Po are determined by p(xo)' Moreover the assump
tion (2.82) reduces to the existence of a time independent function q(x) that
satisfies the stationary Fokker-Planck equation:

dq(X) dfix) 1 Td 2q(x)o = -----c:-fix)-q(x)Tr(~)+-2Tr(GQG -2-)
ox ox dx

It is important to note that a nowhere vanishing function q which satisfies
(2.96) can exist even for systems that do not have a stationary conditional
probability density function, i.e., even if the integral

z

lim Jq(x)dx
z~ 00

-z

diverges.

The value r is in this case:

d I dq(x)
r = ~/n(q(x)) = -----c:-

ox q(x) ox

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

and the conditions (2.85)-(2.86) hold for the time invariant parameters:

dfix) S T T T T
Tr((jX) + "2rGQG r = x Ax+b x+c

f(x)-sGQGTrT = Dx+E (2.100)

The propagation and the update equations remain the same as (2.88)-(2.91)
and (2.38)-(2.40).

2.5.3 Derivation of the Filter Eguations

To prove that the presented filter equations are the exact solution for the
given filtering problem it is sufficient to verify that the conditional probabil
ity density function (2.80) subject to the conditions (2.85)-(2.86) and the
propagation equations (2.88)-(2.91) with (2.82) satisfies the Fokker-Planck
equation in the interval [tk' tk + 1] . The update equations (2.38)-(2.40) are
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(2.103)

(2.104)

(2.105)

derived using the Bayes' rule. The proof of the time independent case fol
lows directly from the time varying case.

2.5.3.1 Derivation ofthe Propagation Equntions

In the intelVal [tk' tk + ,) the conditional probability density function (2.80)
is propagated with the Fokker-Planck equation:

op op (JJ(x, t) 1 T 02p
di = -ijCx,t)-pTr(------m-)+2 Tr(G(t)Q(t)G (t)ox2 ) (2.101)

subject to the initial condition:

p(t= tk) = p(xk' t~ Yk) (2.1 02)

By inserting the density (2.80) into the Fokker-Planck equation (2.101) one
can get the conditions (2.82) and (2.85)-(2.86) for the function '" and the
propagation equations (2.88)-(2.91) for the parameters m and P. To do this it
is helpful to calculate some required derivatives first. Consider the auxiliary
quantities N and <1> (2.43)-(2.44) and their partial derivatives with respect to
the state x (2.48)-(2.50). With these definitions the partial derivatives of
p(x, tl Yk) are:

op sp 0'" 0<1> K
ot = '" dt +Par +"KP

op sp 0'" 0<1>
OX = '" ox +P OX

02p s [ op T o\jl T] o\jl sp 02",
ox2 = ~ (dX) \jI - p ( dX) dX + '" ox2

op T 0<1> 02<1>
+(""'\::) ....,..-:+P-2

ax ax OX

(2.104) inserted in (2.105):

1 a2p (s - 1) o\jl TO\jl 0<1> T 0<1> 02<1>
Pox2 =s~ (dX) dX + (eh) eh + ox2

s [ 0<1> T O\jl O\jl T 0<1> 02
\jI ]

+- (-:\) -:\+(-s-) ""'+-2
\jI aX aX aX ax OX

(2.106)

with the matrix equalities (2.57) and (2.59) the last term of the Fokker-
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Planck equation is:

1 ( Cl
2

) Cl<l>- Tr{GQGT~} = s(s-l)rGQGTrT +2s"""'\GQGTrT
p Clx ax

GQGT Cl2'l' Cl<1> T Cl<1> Cl2<1>
+sTr{---2} + h-:-) GQGT~+Tr{GQGT_}

'l' Clx ax ax Clx2

(2.107)

(2.103), (2.104) and (2.107) are now inserted into the Fokker-Planck equa
tion (2.101) and the positive functionp is eliminated:

s Cl'l' Cl<1> K: s Cl'l' Cl<1> Cl!
-~ +~ + - = ---c!- ~!-Tr{""\:":}
'l' at at 1C 'l' ax ax ax

+ s (S; 1) rGQGTrT + s ~<1> GQGTrT + -2s Tr {GQG
T
Cl2~}

ox ljI Clx

1 Cl<1> T Cl<1> T 1 TCl 2<1>
+:Zdx- GQG (dx-) +:zTr{GQG Clx2 }

(2.108)

or

s [ ClIjI ClIjI Cl! 1 TCl
2

1j1 ]- - ~ - --cf -IjITr { ""\:":} + - Tr {GQG -}
'l' at ax ax 2 Clx2

Cl! Cl<1> K: Cl<1> s (s - 1) T T
+(s-I)Tr{(jX} = (fi+K+dx-!- 2 rGQGr

1 Cl<1> T Cl<1> T 1 TCl 2<1> Cl<1> T T
- :z(hGQG (dx-) - :zTr{GQG Clx2 } -sdx- GQG r

(2.109)

The right hand side of (2.109) contains a Fokker-Planck equation for 'l'. The
first assumption (2.82) of the filter is obtained by setting this expression
equal to zero. lt remains:
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a<1> 1C af
d/+K = (S-I)[Tr{d:X} +~rGQGTrT]

I a<1> T a<1> T I Ta 2<1>
+2CJX GQG (CJX) +2 Tr {GQG aX2 }

d<1> T T
-CJX [f- sGQG r ]

(2.110)

If one now substitutes the expressions in parenthesis with the assumptions
(2.85)-(2.86), the equation (2.110) assumes a quadratic polynomial form:

a<1> 1C T T d<1>
d/+K = (s-I) (x Ax+b x+c) -CJX(Dx+E)

1 d<1> T a<1> T 1 Ta 2 <1>
+2CJX GQG (CJX) +2 Tr {GQG ax2 }

(2.111)

Now, with insertion of (2.48), (2.49) and (2.50) one obtains:

T . I T' K
(x-m) Nm-

2
(x-m) N(x-m) +K =

(x-m)TN(Dx+E) +~ (x-m)TNGQGTN(x-m)

+ (s-I) (xTAx+bTx+c) - ~Tr(GQGTN)

(2.112)

(2.112) has to be satisfied for all x, i.e., the respective coefficients of the qua
dratic and of the linear terms in x must be zero. The terms which are inde
pendent of x are used only to calculate the normalizing constant of the con
ditional probability function.

Remark: It results that the order of the polynomial conditions (2.85)-(2.86)
is determined by the number of statistical parameters used to characterize
the conditional probability density function.

Terms in xTx:

xT [ ~N + (s -I)A +ND + ~NGQGTNJx = 0, 'lix

Each term in the equation (2.113) is scalar. Therefore:
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T T T IT T T
x NDx = (x NDx) = 2: (x NDx+ (x NDx) )

~XT[ND+DTN]X
(2.114)

(2.47) and (2.114) inserted into (2.113) yields:

p-lpp-I = 2(s-I)A+ (p-ID+DTp-l) +p-1GQGTp-l

(2.115)

and the propagation equation for Pis:

p = 2(s-I)PAP+PDT +DP+GQGT

Terms in x:

(2.116)

xT[Nriz+ (N+DTNT +NGQGTN)m- (s-l)b-NE] = O,Vx

(2.117)

Substituting N and N from (2.47) the propagation equation for m becomes:

riz = 2(s-I)PAm+Dm+ (s-I)Pb+E (2.118)

The terms in (2.112) independent of the state x determine the differential
equation for the normalizing constant le

T· 1 T . T t
m Nm+2:m [N+NGQG N]m-j(+ (s-l)c

-mTNE- ~Tr(GQGTN) = 0
(2.119)

When using the MAP estimator this equation need not be evaluated.

2.5.3.2 Derivation 0/ the Update Equations

To prove that the equations (2.38)-(2.40) represent the update equations
for the auxiliary values m and P it is sufficient to verify that the conditional
probability density function (2.80) with (2.38)-(2.40) at the time tk + 1 satis
fies the Bayes' rule (2.6). The aposteriori conditional probability density is:

p(x, tk + 11 Yk + 1) = K k + 1",(x, tk + 1)5

{ I T -1 }
exp -2:(x-mk+1Ik+1) Pk+1Ik+1(x-mk+llk+1)

(2.120)

and the apriori conditional probability density is:
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p(x, tk + 11 Yk) = ICk+ I'!'(X, tk + /

1 T -I
exp{-2:(x-mk + 11k) Pk+!Ik(x-mk+llk)}

(2.121)

The insertion of (2.120), (2.121) and (2.70) into (2.6) results in the equation
obtained for BF (2.71). The rest of the derivation is equivalent to the Benes
case.

2.5.4 Discussion and Conc1usions

The BF and the EBF are based on the assumption of a parametrized ex
ponential conditional density function. The choice of the number of param
eters and the structure of the density function determine which necessary
conditions have to be satisfied so that the filtering problem has an exact so
lution. Both filters are characterized by two statistical parameters, the vector
m and the matrix P, but the density function (2.80) of the EBF has a more
general structure and inc1udes the density (2.28) of the BE The c1ass of fil
tering problems that can be solved by the EBF inc1udes time varying and
time invariant systems. For time varying problems (there is no solution for
these problems with the BF) the restriction of the probability density of the
initial state «2.29) for BF and (2.95) for the time invariant EBF) is dropped.
This is possible because the initial condition (2.83) for the Fokker-Planck
equation (2.82) has an appropriate structure containing the density p(xO) of
the initial state. Therefore at the initial time to the conditional probability
density (2.80) is the initial density p(xO) of the state, and hence the structure
of p(xO> does not influence the choice of mO and PO. For time invariant
problems the Fokker-Planck equation (2.96) does not have any condition at
the initial time tO. Therefore there is no freedom for the parameters mO and
Po that are given with p(xo> in (2.95).

The Fokker-Planck equation (2.82) is the same equation as the Fokker
Planck equation (2.5) used to propagate the conditional probability density
function between the observations. These two equations differ only in the
initial conditions and are coupled through (2.80). It is now possible after
having solved (2.82) off-line to reduce the propagation of the density func
tion (2.80) to the propagation of the two statistical va1ues m and P. Moreover
the linearity of the measurement model guarantees that the update of the
density can be expressed also only with m and P. These two parameters do
not represent the estimate and the covariance of the state x. Therefore after
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the propagation and update steps it will be necessary to calculate the esti
mate of the state with an appropriate estimator (e.g. MS or MAP).

For the implementation of the time varying EBF, the Fokker-Planck
equation (2.82) has to be solved onee off-line, and all the values of the time
variant coefficients at least at each sampling time have to be stored on the
computer. (An accurate solution of the propagation equations (2.88)-(2.91)
needs some values of these coefficients also between two sampling times).
It is clear that if the Fokker-Planck equation (2.82) does not have a closed
analytical solution, the implementation of this filter is in general not realistic
because the required computer power will be excessive.

2.5.4.1 A Special Case: The Benes Filter

Consider the time invariant case of the presented filter. The system dy
namicsf, the matrices G, Q and the filter matrices A, b, c, D and E do not
depend on the time. The condition (2.1 (0) can be written with the definition
(2.98) as:

sGQGT (aa~) / (f{x) - (Dx + E)) q(x) (2.122)

(2.122) suggests that the function q(x) will be an exponential function. In the
case where GQGT is regular, the solution of the partial differential equation
(2.122) is:

T-lJq(x) = Kexp {(sGQG) (f{x) - (Dx + E)) dx}

and the integration constant K does not depend on the state x. lf

D = 0, E = 0 and s = 1/2

then (2.122) reduces to:

~ (GQG T (aq(x) /) =f(x)q(x)
2 dX

The solution (2.123) reduces to:

T-lJq(x) = Kexp {2 (GQG) f(x)dx}

(2.123)

(2.124)

(2.125)

(2.126)

From (2.126) one can retrieve the Benes potential condition for the drift:
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F(x) = (GQGT) -I yX)dx

With (2.127) the function q(x) can now be rewritten as:

q(x) = Kexp {2F(x)}

(2.127)

(2.128)

(2.129)

(2.131)

(2.128) represents the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for a drift tenn
with a potential. Hence with (2.124) the Fokker-Planck equation (2.96) is
satisfied. This is evident because the Fokker-Planck equation is retrieved by
taking the trace of the derivative with respect to the state x on both sides of
(2.125). Moreover the function r with (2.126) is

r = 1 dq(X) _ 2 dF(x)
q(x) dX"" - dX""

(2.129) with equations (2.99)-(2.1 (0) result in the Benes conditions (2.30)
(2.31). With (2.128) in (2.94) one obtains also the conditional density func
tion of the Benes filter (2.28). The EBF reduces in this case to the Benes fil
ter.

In the time invariant case the EBF is based on a generalization of the po
tential condition (2.126) by (2.123). The potential function associated with
(2.123) is:

F(x) = (sGQGT)-lf(flX)- (Dx+E»dx (2.130)

With (2.130) one can see that the linear problem is completely inc1uded in
the new filter. With an appropriate choice of the matrix D and the parameter
E the condition (2.100) can be satisfied. However, it is possible to inftuence
the function f(x) only in the linear term and the term independent of the state
x.

2.5.4.2 Limitations of the Extended Potential Assumption

Consider the time invariant case of the EBF again. From the condition
(2.1 (0) with the definition (2.98) results a differential equation for the func
tion q(x):

dq(X) T T -I
(dX"") = (sGQG) [fi:x) - (Dx + E) ] q(x)

The second partial derivative of (2.131) with respect to the state xis:
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(sGQGT ) -} [fix) - (Dx + E)] o~~)

+ (sGQGT) -\ [o~:) - D ]q(X)
(2.132)

Now, by introducing (2.132) into the Fokker-Planck equation (2.96) one ob
tains:

oq(x)o = Tr { [ (1 - 2s)f(x) - (Dx + E)] ~}

[
OfiX)]+ Tr { (1 - 2s) dX - D q(x)}

(2.133)

and with (2.131) in (2.133) and the matrix equality (2.59):

ofix)o = Tr { (1 - 2s) dX} - Tr(D)

+ [(1-2s)f(x)- (Dx+E)]T(sGQGT)-1 ff(x)- (Dx+E)]

(2.134)

The partial derivative of fix) can be represented with (2.131) and (2.99) as:

ofix) T T
Tr( ----cJX) = x Ax + b x + C

1 T T -1-2 [fix) - (Dx + E)] (sGQG) [fex) - (Dx + E) ]

(2.135)

By introducing (2.135) in (2.134) one obtains:

0= (1-2s) (xTAx+bTx+c) -Tr(D) + [(l-2s)fix)

- (1 + 2s) (Dx + E) ] T (sGQGT) -1 [fex) - (Dx + E)]

(2.136)

lf (2.124) ho1ds then (2.136) is satisfied for each function f(x). Drift func
tions that do not satisfy the Benes conditions can fulfil (2.136) in the linear
case only. Consider the case where (2.124) is not fulfilled. The expansion of
(2.136) gives:
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o = (1 - 2s)/T(x) (sCQCT) -I/(x) - Tr(D)

+ (Dx + E) T (sCQCT) -I (Dx + E)

+ (1 - 2s) (xTAx + bTx + c) - 2 (Dx + E) T (sCQCT) -lj(x)

(2.137)

Suppose that the drift fex) is a polynom. Now, if the drift is linear there ex' ts
a combination of the parameters A, b, c, D, E, and s which satisfies (2.137).
If the drift is a second order polynom there is no choice of the paramettrs
which satisfies (2.137). In effect if it is necessary to kill the higher order
terms then one has to choose:

1
s = 2:

D=O
and (2.137) reduces to:

o = -ET(CQCT)-Ij(x)+~ET(CQCT)-IE

(2.138)

(2.139)

(2.1 LO)

But now the parameter E has also to be zero and that is the Benes case. The
same results if f(x) is not a polynom.

The conclusion is that the time independent EBF extends the Benes fiher
only to include complete1y the linear problem.

2.5.4.3 Systems with Noiseless Dynamics

In the absence of system noise the EBF can solve only linear problem.
This results from (2.86) by setting the noise intensity matrix Q to zero. From
the condition (2.85) it turns out that the values A and b have to be z ·0.

Therefore the propagation equations (2.88)-(2.91) reduce to those of Ihe
Kalman filter (2.15)-(2.18). The difference between the KF and the EBF
consists in the initial probability density function. The EBF allows in Ihe
time varying case an arbitrary initial density. In this case the two parameters
m and P do not represent the estimate and the covariance of the state x aTlY
more.

2.6 Solution of the Filtering Problem with System Immersion

In this section the existence of exact finite dimensional filters is analyzed
by using the system immersion technique. BasicaUy this method consists of
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transfonning the n-dimensional nonlinear filtering problem into an r-dimen
sionalone (n ~ r) with linear system dynamics. First the general nonlinear
filtering problem for continuous time systems is studied [16, 17]. The result
ing conditions for the existence of a finite dimensional filter are based on the
Lie-algebra. Equivalent conditions are given in [20,21] for the discrete time
case. Ifan immersion to a linear drift function with a linear observation mod
el is possible the filtering problem reduces to the solution of the linear prob
lem with non-Gaussian initial conditions [22].

In the second part of this section a finite dimensional filter based on the
system immersion technique (SIF) for systems with noiseless dynamics is
given. The absence of input noise permits to construct the exact probability
density function. With the immersed state and this density it is possible to
build a recursive filtering algorithrn.

At this point it is important to note that for systems with noiseless dy
namics it is always possible to express the exact density in closed form even
if the filtering problem is infinite dimensional. In this case the exact MAP
estimator is comparatively easy to implement.

2.6.1 General Problem

The general time invariant nonlinear filtering problem is presented here
for the continuous time system drift (2.1 )-(2.2):

f(x, t) = fix)

G(x, t) = G(x)

(2.141 )

(2.142)

where G(O) has rank m, i.e., aB the columns of G(O) are linearly indepen
dent.

The observation process is described by a generalization of (2.3) for
continuous time measurements:

dy = h(x)dt + Il(x)dv (2.143)

The Jacobian dh/dx is assumed to have fuB rank at the origin. Again Y E RP
is a vector of measurements, h E RP and 11 E RP x , are nonlinear functions
of the state x, and dv/dt E R' is a continuous zero-mean Gaussian white
measurement noise with power spectral density S. It is assumed that the ran
dom variables xo' dß/ dt and dv / dt are mutuaBy independent. With the re
striction:

Jl(x) = 11 (2.144)

the finite dimensional problem is immersed into a system with linear drift:
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dz = Fzdt + B(z, t)dß(t)

z(tO) = zo
and the linear measurement:

(2.145)

(2.146)

dy = Hzdt+~dv (2.147)

where the state vector z has dimension r, and F E Rr x r, B E Rr x m and
HE RP x r.

2.6.1.1 Lie-Derivatives and Definitions

The analysis of the existence of finite dimensional filters in the continu
ous case uses the Lie-Derivative. To characterize the Lie-Derivative Lj of a
scalar function b(x) of the n-vector x along the n-vector f(x) consider the fol
lowing definitions:

LJb(x) = b(x)

L h(x) = ~ f. ab(x)
r k.J lax.

j = 1 I

(2.148)

(2.149)

k k-lLjb(x) = Lj(Lj b(x» forevery k~O (2.150)

Definition: Let M = {fj' i ~ O} be an infinite set of functions fj'
Span {M} is the functional space of all possible (finite) linear combina
tions of f.. For some finite n - m with the real parameters a k :

I I

Span {M} ~ {F'(x)1 F'(X)~j~a~fi(x), k >o} (2.151)

Obviously, the functional space Span {M} has finite dimension if the num
ber of linear independent functions Fk in Span {M} is finite.

2.6.1.2 Existence 0/ a Finite Dimensional Filter

The conditions for the existence of the immersion are given with the
Lie-Algebra as follows:

Condition 1: EO = Span {LJh j : 1 ::; i::; p, k ~ O} is areal functional space
of finite dimension.

Condition 2: LG(1 / ... = constant for every A. E EO and for every
j = 1,... ,m where Gil,j) isthej-thcolumnofthematrixG.
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lf these two conditions are satisfied the original time invariant problem
can be immersed into the linear problem (2.145)-(2.147) and the filtering
problem has a finite dimension. The dimension of the functional space EOis
equal to the minimal dimension of the filter. Due to the nonlinear transfor
mation from the state x to the new one z the structure of the initial density is
lost. Consequently the equations (2.145)-(2.147) describe a linear problem
with non-Gaussian initial conditions. This problem is studied in [22].

2.6.2 Systems with Noiseless Dynamics

In this subsection the conditions for the existence of a finite dimensional
filter and a filter algorithrn for the filtering problem without process noise is
presented. This special case has the property that the conditional probability
density function can be expressed exactly in analytical form. The estimation
problem consists basically in the estimation of the initial condition for the
state xo.The above estimation problem is the classical parameter optimiza
tion problem and Can be solved also with least-squares estimation or by
MAP estimation by maximizing the exact aposteriori conditional probabil
ity density function.

Consider the following discrete version of (2.1) with zero input noise
and subject to the restriction (2.141):

Xk + I = !(xk)

x(to) = Xo

(2.152)

(2.153)
- -

where x and f are n-vectors. MoreoveEj is assumed that f has an inverse
function, i.e., there exists the function f defined as:

(2.154)

and this inverse is continuously differentiable with respect to x. This as
sumption is satisfied if the system (2.152) is obtained by exact discretization
of an ordinary differential equation. It is evident that if there is input noise
this function will be stochastic. The discrete observation is:

Yk = h(xk) + Il(xk)vk (2.155)

where Y and h are p-vectors, 11 E RP x P and v E RP is a discrete zero-mean
Gaussian white measurement noise with variance S. Without loss of gener
ality one can assume that the variance S is the identity of RP. Moreover h
and 11 are continuous in x and 11 is invertible for every x.
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The first step is to check whether the dimension of the problem (2.152)
(2.155) is finite or not. lf this is the case there exists an immersion into a sys
tem that admits an exact solution of the given filtering problem. This new
system will be of the following form:

zk+ 1 = TZk (2.156)

(2.157)

(2.159)

where Z is an r-vector and T is a regular r x r matrix and the discrete obser
vation

-1
Yk = L (zk)Mzk+N(zk)vk (2.158)

where L, N E RP x P and M E RP x r. Moreover there exist p (p + 1) /2 r

vectors Aa, ß with 1 ~ a ~ ß~P such that the symmetrie p x p matrix

[
Ai 1Z ... Ai zj, ,P

L(z) = ... ... ...

AT 1Z •.. AT Z
P, P,P

is positive definite for every z. In addition the matrix N is continuously dif
ferentiable in Z and for every z:

(2.160)

The immersed system presents a linear dynamic (2.156)-(2.157) with a non
linear observation (2.158). The observation will be linear only if the matrix
L does not depend on the new state z.

2.6.2.1 Existence 0/ a Finite Dimensional Filter

The conditions for the existence of a finite dimensional filter in the dis
crete case are also checked with an auxiliary functional space as in the con
tinuous case. To construct this space some auxiliary functions are needed.
These functions are defined as folIows:

H
j
. j'(x) = [1l(X)IlT(x)] -:-1, i,j = 1,2, ... p
) I,J

P

H/x) = L HjJx)h/x), j = 1,2, ... p
j: 1
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P

HO(x) = L Hj(x)hj(x)
j= 1

let

gof = g(j)

and

t = jo ... oj, k-times

The real functional space H

H = Span {Hj,/!,Hjolli,j=1,2, ... ,p ,k~O}

(2.163)

(2.164)

(2.165)

(2.166)

is called canonical space. There exists a finite dimensional filter if and only
if the canonical space H has a finite dimension, i.e., the system (2.152)
(2.155) can be immersed into (2.156)-(2.160). The minimal dimension of the
filter will be the dimension r of H. Furthermore, if the function 11 does not
depend on the state x and the constant function 1 E H there exists a minimal
filter of dimension r - I.

2.6.2.2 Properties ofthe Immersion

Once the existence of the finite dimensional filter is proved one can be
gin with the construction of the new state vector z. This is done by exploiting
the following properties of the immersion:

zif(x)) Tz(x), for all x

,
Ha(x) = LTl~zj(x),fora = 1,2, ... ,p,foralIx

j = 1

(2.167)

(2.168)

Ha, ß(x)

,
~ 'AJ ßZ'(x), for a, ßLJ a, I

j =1

1,2, ... ,p, for all x

(2.169)

where {z 1(x), ... , z,(x)} E H and Tl j , A
j ß are real values with:a a,

A~, ß = Aß, a (2.170)

The linear equation (2.167) represents the new system dynamies of the prob
lem. The new observation model will be linear only if 11 does not depend on
the state x.
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2.6.2.3 The Filtering Algorithm

The construction of the filtering algorithrn is based again on the steps
given in section 2.2. One can solve the Fokker-Planck equation (2.5) in the
interval [tk' tk + I] for the system (2.1) with zero input noise and subject to
the restriction (2.141):

dx = j{x)dt

In the absence of input noise the last term of (2.5) vanishes, and

op op oj{x)
dt = - i~x) -pTr{ dX}

hence

dp = -pTr{~}
dt ox

The solution of this equation is:

(2.171)

(2.172)

(2.173)

(2.174)

At the time tk + 1 this equation represents the apriori conditional density
function of the state x:

{

tk+ I oj{xk) }
Pk+llk(xk) = Pkjk(xk)exp - f Tr{~}dt

t!

Forsmall sampling intervals (2.175) can be approximated as:

(Jj(x
k
) -I

Pk+llk(xk) = Pkjk(xk)(I+Tr{d:t}M)

With the definition

(2.175)

(2.176)

(2.177)

and (2.154) it is now possible to express the apriori conditional density as a
function of xk + 1:

--I --I 1 --I
Pk+llkif (xk + I )) = Pkjkif (xk+I)).I (j (xk + l )) (2.178)

The aposteriori probability density function is obtained from the Bayes'
rule. With (2.155) one can write:
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(2.179)V k = 1l:;1 (Yk-hk)

and the Gaussian density function of the noise is:

_ -I 1 T T -I
PvCxk) - Idet(llk)1 exp {-2: (Yk - hk) (Ilkllk ) (Yk - hk) }

(2.180)

The unnonnalized aposteriori probability density function at the time tk + 1

is:

--I
Pk+ Ilk+ I(xk + I) = Pk+ I1 kif (xk + 1))Py(xk + I) (2.181 )

The restrietion of noiseless dynamies allows to express the aposteriori prob
ability density function with aI!..,::rplicit detenninistic fonnula. This is not
possible with input noise since f will be a stochastic function.

It is interesting to note that for stationary densities (l(x) = 1) the a posteri
ori probability density (2.181) has the nonrecursive fonn:

Pk+ Ilk+ I(xk + I) = PO(xO)Py(xI)",Py(xk)Py(xk+ I) (2.182)

where from (2.154):

--(k+l-i)
xi = f (xk + I) (2.183)

By inserting (2.178) and (2.180) into (2.181) the recursive expression for the
aposteriori conditional density function at the time tk is obtained:

--1

_ P.-II.-/J (x.)) 1 T T
Pki .(xv - - 1 (exp {-2 (Y. - h.) (~.~.) (Y. - h.)} )

J{j (x.»)ldet(~.)1

(2.184) .

The nonrecursive fonn of (2.184) is:

exp { (-~) ±11w1if-\x.))(Yi-hifi-\x.))) 11\
Pkl .(xv = • i = I Po(J'(x.))

TI {ldet(~ifi-'(Xv»)IJifi-'-I(x.))}
i:r:.l

(2.185)

with the vector equality

IIA wll2 = wTATA w, W E Rn and A E Rn x n
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(2.187)

2.6.2.4 The Filter Equations

The derivation of the filter equations is based on the aposteriori condi
tional density function (2.185) and on the definition and the properties of the
immersion presented before. Consider the norm in the exponent of
(2.185),with (2.161 )-(2.163):

II~kl (Yk - hk) 11

2
= (Yk - hk) T~kT~kl (Yk - hk)

(Yk - hk) THi,j (Yk - hk)

T T T= Yk H . 'Yk - 2Yk H .hk + hkH.hkI,) I,) I,)

T T= YkHi,jYk - 2YkHi + Ho

p p

L Hi,jY~y{-2 L Hiy~+Ho
i,j = 1 i = 1

where Y~ characterizes the i-th component of the vector Yk' It is now possi
ble to rewrite the aposteriori conditional density function (2.185). The terms
depending on the observations Yk are separated from the ones only depen
dent on the state x:

(2.188)

where the auxiliary quantity v k depends only on the state x:

1 -i - k
k { exp {-'2Hoif (xk))} } -k

vk(xk) = TI -i - k -i - k - 1 poif (xk))
i = 1 Idet(~if (xkmlJif (xk))

(2.189)

Now, with (2.168)-(2.169) the equation (2.188) can be expressed with the
new state z:
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(2.191 )

(2.192)

pr.

+ a~lj~ITl~zßI-k(Xk))Y~))

(2.190)

With the introduction of the matrix M and the tensor A the density (2.190) is
expressed as a matrix equation:

M = r~: ••• ~~j
lTlp ... Tl p

The tensor A has three dimensions with components A.~ ß' The multiplica
tion with two p-vectors s and t is an r-vector defined as: '

P

(sTAt) i = I A.~, ßSatß' i = 1,2, ... ,r
a, ß= I

where sa and tß characterize the components of the vectors sand t. By in
troducing (2.91) in (2.190) one obtains:

(2.193)

With the introduction of the auxiliary r-vector ak one has the recursive equa
tion:

T T 1 T
ak = r ak _ 1+M h- 2YkAYk' aO = 0

The density (2.193) with the definition

(2.194)

(2.195)a(a, x) = exp J± aiz/x))

t= I

where a i and zi(x) characterize the components of the vectors a and z, will
be:

Pklk(Xk) = vk(xk)a(ak,xk)

Equations (2.194)-(2.196) constitute the filter equations.
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2.6.3 Concluding Remarks

The presented method permits to find out if a filtering problem has finite
dimension. If it is the case, than the filtering problem has an exact solution.
Unfortunately only a small class of filtering problems has finite dimension
and in general these systems do not represent a physical problem. They can
be used as example for the filter itself without relation to practice. In [20,23]
the tracking problem is solved and as measurement model the inverse of the
angular velocity is chosen. This model is not realistic but it makes the prob
lem finite dimensional.

For systems with noiseless dynamics it is easy to construct the exact
conditional probability density function even for systems that do not admit
an immersion. However there does not exist a recursive form for the condi
tional probability density function and it will be necessary to know the input
history and all the past measurements.

An interesting aspect of the immersion technique is that systems with
linear dynamics and a polynomial measurement model are immersible. I.e.,
nonlinear measurement models can be approximated with a Taylor series
and the filtering problem can than be solved with this theory. Unfortunately
the dimension of the immersed problem increases dramatically with the or
der of the Taylor approximation. This aspect will be discussed in later chap
ters in more detail.
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Chapter3

3 Approximate Filters

The exact solution of a nonlinear filtering problem is possible only for a
few special cases. Most practical problems require the use of approximate
filters. It follows that practical relevance of an algorithm is detennined by
the possibility to derive useful approximations. In this chapter some approx
imate filters are presented which are derived from the algorithms discussed
in the previous chapter. First different approximation approaches which are
based on the expansion of the drift and measurement function are studied.
Later expansions of the density function are considered. As last approach the
potential condition of the EBF is approximated.

The motivation for this analysis is the search for improved approximate
filters for the planar tracking problem. The general results are presented here
and the application to the tracking problem follows in the next chapter.

3.1 The Extended KaIman Filter

The extended KaIman filter (EKF) is the most widely used approximate
filter. It is based on the linearization of the system dynamics and the mea
surement model around the estimated state. Consider the general nonlinear
problem (2.1 )-(2.3). In order to simplify the equations and in view of later
applications

G(x, t) = G(t) (3.1)

is assumed here. The extension to state dependent drift is straightforward
[2]. All the discussions and properties presented below do not depend on
(3.1).

The equations of the EKF are obtained by linearization of the nonlinear
diffusion f(x, t) and the measurement function h(x, t) (and in the general
case G(x, t» around the aposteriori and apriori modes, respectively. The
diffusion fix, t) in the time interval [tk, tk + 1] is approximated as:
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(3.4)

(3.5)

f{x, t) ==.f\xkl k' t) + Fk(t) (x - Xkl k) (3.2)

The function hex, t) at the time tk + 1 is approximately

hex, tk + I) == h(xk + I1 k' tk + I) + Hk + 1(tk + 1) (x - Xk + I1 k) (3.3)

with

o.f\x, t) I
Fk(t) =~

x.lj.l

dh(x, tk + I) I
Hk+ 1 = dX

X.l+ll.l

where FkERn x n and Hk + 1 E RP x n. A complete derivation of the filter
is given in [2,3,25].

3.1.1 Filter Equations

The propagation equations of the mode m and the covariance matrix L in the
interval [tk' tk + I] are:

dm(t)
~ = f(m, t) (3.6)

~~t) = Fk(t)L(t) + L(t)Fr(t) + G(t)Q(t)GT(t) (3.7)

m(tk) = Xkj k

L(tk) = Lkj k

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.6)-(3.9) render the propagated mode and covariance at the time tk + 1:

xk+llk = m(tk+l) (3.10)

L k + Ilk = L{tk + I) (3.11)

The update equations are:

Xk+llk+1 = xk+IJk+Kk + 1 [Yk+I-h(xk+llk,tk + I)]

Lk+llk+1 = Lk+llk-Kk+IHk+ILk+llk

T [ T -1
Kk + 1 = Lk+llkHk+l Hk+1Lk+llkHk+I+Sk+IJ
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3.1.2 Discussion

The EKF is a first order approximate nonlinear filter. The nonlinearities
appear in the state propagation equation (3.6) with the function {(m, /) and
in the update equation (3.12) with the function h(xk+ lIk' /k+ 1)' The trun
cation of the higher order terms in the approximations (3.2) and (3.3) has the
following consequences:

i) The truncation of the drift term results in propagation errors.

ii) The truncation ofthe measurement function results in biased aposteriori
estimates.

iii) The filter is higWy sensitive with respect to the generated estimates. The
obvious reason is that the covariance equations explicitly depend on the
estimated states.

3.2 The Iterated Extended KaIman Filter

The systematic errors of the EKF are due to the linearisation of the sys
tem and the measurement nonlinearities around the estimated state rather
then the true state. In particular for the propagation step in the interval
[/k' /k + 1] the aposteriori state Xkl k is used to evaluate the derivative (3.4)

and for the update step the apriori state xk + 11 k is used to evaluate the de-
rivative (3.5). The Iterated Extended Kaiman Filter (IEKF) iterates the state
update equations in order to evaluate the derivative (3.5) at the aposteriori
estimate. The reason for this is that the aposteriori estimate is expected to
be more accurate than the apriori estimate.

3.2.1 Filter Eguations

Consider the general nonlinear problem (2.1 )-(2.3) with the restrietion
(3.1). The linearization of the nonlinear functions fix, /) and hex, /) is given
in (3.2) and (3.3).

The propagation equations of the IEKF correspond to those of the EKF
(3.6)-(3.9). The iteration algorithm for the update of the state is:

Tl j + 1 = xk+llk+ K k+l(Tl)

x [yk + 1 - h(Tl i , /k + 1) - Hk + 1(Tl j ) (Xk + 11 k -Tl) ]

(3.15)
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(3.16)

The iteration starts with the apriori state and tenninates as soon as:

(3.17)

where E represents the termination criterion. lf (3.17) is satisfied the a poste
riori estimate is:

ik+llk+1 = llj+1 (3.18)

the covariance matrix can be updated using the iterated aposteriori state
(3.18) as follows:

~k+llk+1 = ~k+llk

-Kk + I(ik + Ilk+ I)Hk + I(ik + 11 k + I)~k+ 11 k

(3.19)

The derivation of the filter is given in [2,3,25].

3.2.2 Discussion

This procedure reduces the effect of the measurement nonlinearities.
Due to this implicit form it improves the stabi1ity of the algori thm. An anal
ogous procedure can be used to reduce the effect of the nonlinearities in the
drift function. The associated algorithrn is called iterated linear filter
smoother (ll-FS). It iterates the propagation equations in order to evaluate
the derivative (3.4) at the apriori estimate.

3.3 The Pseudolinear Filter

The idea of a pseudo state measurement was already introduced in 1972
by D. W. Whitcombe [26]. Later some other authors have applied this meth
od to the tracking problem [27,30,31]. These works concentrate on the anal
ysis of the bias generated by this filter compared to the EKF. This problem
is discussed later in connection with applications to the tracking problem.
Here a general discussion of the pseudolinear method is presented.
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(3.20)

As in section 2.6 a transfonnation to a linear problem is proposed to
solve the nonlinear filtering problem. This method modifies the nonlinear
observation model but it does not alter the system dynamics. It is therefore
suitable for problems with linear dynamics and nonlinear measurements.
The measurements are used to construct a new observation model which is
linear in the detenninistic part (pseudo linear measurement). The existence
of a pseudo linear measurement depends on the characteristics of the mea
surement nonlinearity. In the detenninistic case (noiseless observations) the
pseudo linear filter (PLF) (if it exists) represents the exact solution of the
problem. For stochastic measurements an approximation of the pseudo ob
servation is needed because the noise tenn does not appear in a linear fonn.

The basic ideas of this method are presented in [26] and [27].

3.3.1 Assumptions

The following restrictions of the general equations (2.1 )-(2.3) character
ize the PLF. The system dynamics are linear

f(x, t) = F(t)x(t)

with the restriction (3.1).

The class of systems that admits the construction of a pseudo measurement
is characterized by the condition:

m(h(x, t) - m(h(x, t» = C(tk) (x - x) (3.21)

The matrix C is time dependent. A dependency of C on the measured values
Yk is not admitted. This would have as consequence a bias in the estimated
state and an error in the covariance equations. This problem is discussed lat- .
er with the application of the filters to the planar tracking problem.

3.3.2 Filter Eguations

The construction of the pseudo measurement equation starts from the
problem with detenninistic observation. The measurement model (2.3) re
duces to:

(3.22)

If there exists a function m such that equation (3.21) is satisfied then using
the physical properties of the problem and the exact measured values hk it
is possible to construct a new equation which is linear in the state:
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(3.25)

(3.26)

m(Yk) = C(tk)x(tk) (3.23)

where m E R1 and C E R1x n do not depend explicitly on the state x. This
new equation is the pseudo measurement equation. The original nonlinear
measurement equation (3.22) can be replaced by (3.23) and the nonlinear
problem reduces in this case to a linear one which can be solved exactly. The
pseudo measurement equation (3.23) for a stochastic observation according
to (2.3) is:

m(Yk) = m(hk + vk) (3.24)

This equation is nonlinear in the noise term and hence the density p(m~ xk)
is not Gaussian. Consider the linear approximation of m around hk

om(y) Im(Yk) =.m(hk) +~ vk
hk

With (3.23) one obtains:

om(Y)!
m(Yk) =. C0k +~ vky h

k

(3.26) is the pseudo linear observation. This equation represents the lineari
sation of (3.24) around the deterministic trajectory. The noise term is propor
tional to a function of the unknown value hk. For the implementation the ap
proximate value h(xkj k _ l' I k) must be used to evaluate this term. For sim
plification of the notation let:

hkjk - I = h(Xkjk_l' lk) (3.27)

With (3.26) as the observation equation and (3.27) the solution of the filter
ing problem is given by the linear theory. Since the system dynamics of the
problem are linear the propagation equations are the same as those of KaI
man filter (2.15)-(2.18). The update equations of the PLF are:

with

Xkl k = x kj k - 1 + K k [m(yk) - C0kj k - I]

Lkjk = Lkjk_l -KkCkLkjk_l

T[ T - J-1
K k = Lklk_ICk CkLkjk_ICk +Sk

T

S = om(y) I S (om(y) I )
k oy k oy

h~k_1 h~k_1
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The infonnation given in the measurement model (2.3) is the basis for
the construction of a linear pseudo measurement. If this infonnation is not
enough the condition (3.21) is not fulfilled and only astate dependent func
tion m can be constructed [26]. This approach is applied later to the planar
tracking problem with bearing only measurements. The relation analogous
to (3.23) for the detenninistic case (3.22) is:

(3.32)

In practice it is not possible to evaluate (3.32) even in the detenninistic case
because the exact state x is unknown. m has to be approximated by a Taylor
expansion around the estimated state. With

Xk = xklk - 1 +t..xk

the linear approximation of m is:

• dm.
m(Yk' xk) == m(yk' xkI k - 1) + dX'(Yk' xkl k - I)t..xk

or:

• dm •
m(Yk' xkl k - I) == m(Yk' xk) - dX'(Yk' xkl k - [)t..xk

and with (3.32):

• dm _
m(Yk' xkl k - I) == CkXk - dX'(yk' xkI k - I)t..xk

With the definition

dm _
Hk = Ck - dX (yk' xkI k - I)

(3.36) can be written as:

dm
m(Yk' xkl k - I) == dX'(Yk' xkI k- I)Xk1k - 1 + H0k

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

Similar to the EKF in the detenninistic case the new observation model re
sults from a linearization. In the stochastic case like in (3.26) the noise tenn
results from an expansion of m around hk.The pseudo linear observation for
the stochastic case (2.3) is:
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(3.39)

Note that this equation cannot be eva1uated because the partial derivatives of
m depend on the unknown value hk. For the implementation the approxi
mate value h(xkl k _ l' tk) is used to eva1uate this term. Since the system dy
namics of the problem are linear the propagation equations are the same as
those of Kalman filter (2.15)-(2.18). Analogous to (3.28)-(3.31) the update
equations of the PLF are:

where

Xklk = xkjk-1 +Kk [m(Yk,xklk-1)-C0klk-1]

~kj k = ~kj k - 1 - K J!lk~kj k - 1

T T - J-1
K k = ~klk_1Hk[Hk~kjk_1Hk+Sk

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

- Jm A Jm A T
Sk = dY"(hk1k -l'Xkjk-1)Sk(dY"(hkjk-l'xkjk-1)) (3.43)

where Hk is evaluated at hkl k _ 1.llm does not depend explicitly on the state
the equations (3.40)-(3.42) reduce to (3.28)-(3.30).

3.3.3 Discussion

Consider the total derivative of m with respect to the state x:

dm(h, x) Jm(h, x) Jm(h, x) Jh(x, t)
d.x = Jx + Jh ~ (3.44)

With (3.32) the total derivative of m with respect to the state xis given by:

dm(h, x) = ..fL.(Cx) = C
d.x dx

(3.44) and (3.45) yield:

Jm(h, x) Jm(h, x) Jh(x, t)
C- dX = dh ~

Eva1uating (3.46) for the estimated state results in:
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(3.49)

om oh
di1(hklk-l,xkjk-I)d:X(xklk-l.lk)

(3.47)

or, using the definitions (3.5) and (3.37):

om • EKF
Hk = di1(hk1k - l , xklk_I)Hk (3.48)

where HfKF characterizes the observation matrix used by the EKF and Hk

the one used by the PLF evaluated at hkj k _ I. With the assumption that the
partial derivative of m with respect to h IS a regular matrix (3.48) renders:

EKF om • -I
Hk = (d/l(hkjk-I'Xkjk-I)) Hk

Consider now the gains of the PLF (3.42) with the convention:

om
m,h = d/l(hkjk-l,Xklk-l)

After some manipulations these gains can be written as:

and with (3.49):

(3.50)

(3.51)

or:

EKF -I
K k = Kk m,h (3.53)

where KfKF of (3.53) are the KaIman gains (3.14) of the problem (2.1)
(2.3). By introducing this relation into the covariance equation (3.41) one
obtains:

(3.54)

Hence the covariance equations of the EKF and the PLF are identical.

Consider now the state update equations. The measurement y can be rep
resented as:
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Yk = hkjk-l + t1Yk

Expanding the pseudo measurement around hkl k _ 1 gives:

m(Yk'xk1k - 1) = m(hklk_l+t1Yk'Xkjk_l)

== m(hkl k - l' Xkl k- 1) + m,ht1Yk

With (3.32) follows:

m(hkjk_l' xkjk-l) = C0kjk-l

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

(3.59)

With the approximation (3.56) the innovation process of the PLF reduces to:

m(Yk' xkl k - 1) - C0kj k - 1 == m,h [Yk - hkl k _ 1] (3.58)

(3.58) inserted in the update equations (3.40) of the PLF renders with (3.53):

xklk = xkjk-l +Kkm,h[Yk- hklk-l]

= xkjk-l +KfKF[Yk-hklk_l]

Conclusion: (3.59) is equivalent to the update equation (3.12) of the EKF.
Hence the two filters are related by the Taylor expansion (3.56).

In order to srudy the bias of the problem consider the pseudo observa
tion (3.39). It results with (3.33) and (3.47) that the PLF uses the innovation
process:

m(Yk'xk) -E(m (Yk,xk)1 Yk)

2 2
= Hktuk + m,hvk + O(tuk) + O(vk)

2 2
= m,h(h,xtuk+vk) +O(tuk)+O(vk)

(3.60)

where

And in the case where m does not depend explicitly on the state:

m (Yk) - E(m (Yk) IYk) = m,h (h ,xtuk + vk) + O(vt)

(3.61)

(3.62)

For the EKF the nonlinear function h is approximated by a Taylor expansion.
The associated innovation process is of the fonn:
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2
Yk-E(y~Yk) = Yk-hklk-l +O(~k)

2= hk - hkjk-l +Yk + O(~k)
(3.63)

Remarks:

i) The equations (3.60), (3.62) and (3.63) imply that both the PLF and the
EKF have bias.

ii) In the case where m does not depend explicitly on the state the bias of
the PLF depends only on the covariance ofthe measurement noise. This
results by taking the expectation of (3.62). There is no systematic error
feedback as in the EKF.

iii) The PLF is superior to the EKF only in the case where m does not de
pend explicitly on the state and the noise level is low.

iv) In [27] the definition of a modifiable function is given. The measure
ment function hex, t) is modifiable if:

hex, t) - hex, t) = g(h(x, t), x) (x - x) (3.64)

It turns out that this condition is stronger than (3.21). There are systems
that admit a pseudo measurement but do not satisfy (3.64).

3.4 Second Order Filters

The Taylor expansion method used to derive the EKF can be extended
to obtain higher order filters. The expansion up to second order terms results
in the truncated second order filter (TSOF) and the Gaussian second order
filter (GSOF).

Consider the general nonlinear problem (2.1)-(2.3) with the restriction
(3.1). The expansions (3.2) and (3.3) are supplemented with the second or
der terms. For the derivation of the TSOF all the resulting moments with
higher order than second order are dropped. For the derivation of the GSOF
it is assumed that the error has a Gaussian distribution. The fourth order mo
ments may be expressed in terms of the second order statistics. With the
Gaussian assumption the third order moments are set to zero. The complete
derivation of these filters is given in [2,3,25].
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(3.66)

3.4.1 Filter Equations

The propagation equations for the mode m and the covariance matrix L
in interval [tk, tk + I] with the definition (3.4) are:

dmj(t) I n iPfj(x, t)
-----cJt = fj(m, t) + 2: L Ljk(t) <:lx .<:lx (3.65)

j, k = 1 } k m

~~t) = F k(t)L(t) + L(t)FI(t) + G(t)Q(t)GT(t)

m(tk) = xkj k

L(tk) = Lkjk

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.65)-(3.68) render the propagated mode and covariance at the time tk + 1:

xk+llk = m(lk+l) (3.69)

L k + Ilk = L{lk+ I) (3.70)

These equations are the same for both the GSOF and the TSOF.

The differences between the two filters appear in the update equations.
In contrast to the linearized filters the covariance update equations of both
the GSOF and of the TSOF contain an innovation term. Due to the approxi
mated fonn of the covariance equations this random term may result in non
positive values for the error covariance matrix which is not physically mean
ingful. This term appears with positive sign in the GSOF and with negative
sign in the TSOF. In order to avoid the problem of covariances becoming in
definite or negative definite a modified version of GSOF and TSOF is given
where the innovation term appearing in the covariance equations is dropped.
The equations of the GSOF and of the TSOF are found in [2]. The resulting
update equations for the modified filters MGSOF and MTSOF are of the
form:

• TI'
Xk+llk+1 = xk+llk+Lk+llkHk+lIk+1 (Yk+l-h(x,tk + I ))

(3.71)

Lk+llk+1 = Lk+llk-Lk+llkHI+lIk~lHk+lLk+llk (3.72)

where the p-dimensional estimate of the observation function h is approxi
mated by a second order Taylor expansion:
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(3.74)

hi(x, tk + I) == hPk + 11 k' tk + I)

1 n cPh j(x, tk + I)

+ 2 I (Ek + Ilk)j' / Ch.dX/
j',/ = 1 ' j x.+ 11' (3.73)

Two auxiliary quantities are now introduced to characterize the p x p -matrix
I. Consider the definitions of the p-vector A

n a2
h.(x, tk + I)

Ai = I (Ek + 11 k)j' / ;h.dX/
j', / = 1 'j x.+ 11'

For the MTSOF one obtains:

T 1 T
I k + l = Hk+1Ek+llkHk+I+Sk+I-4AA

and for the MGSOF:

(3.76)

T 1
I k + 1 = Hk+1Ek+llkHk+l+sk+I+2n (3.77)

Notice that the structure of the EKF in (3.14) is identical to (3.71), (3.72)
with:

EKF T
I k + 1 = Hk+1Ek+llkHk+l +Sk+1

and the approximation

hi(x, tk + 1) == hPk+ llk' tk + 1)
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3.4.2 Discussion

The motivation for the introduction of second order algorithms is the
search for more accurate estimates. It is evident that the second order as
sumption cannot avoid the problems of sensitivity exposed in subsection
3.1.2 since an expansion around the estimate state is used.

In the update equations the additional terms produced by the second order
expansion appear in the innovation process and in the matrix r. The struc
ture of the filter equations motivates the following observations:

i) By adding the second order terms of the approximate measurement
function (3.73) to the innovation process of the EKF one obtains the in
novation process of the MTSOF an of the MGSOF.

ii) By adding the second order terms to the matrix r EKF (3.78) of the EKF
associated with (3.14) one obtains (3.76) and (3.77) respectively.

3.5 A Polynomial Approximation of the Measurement Model

A potential class of problems that lend themselves for the derivation of
approximate filters using the immersion technique (section 2.6) is given by
systems with linear dynamics and nonlinear measurements. The approxima
tion is based on the fact that for linear dynamics there always exists an im
mersion if the measurement function is polynomial (approximated system
immersion filter, ASlF).

Approximate immersions for nonlinear measurement functions can be
found by expanding the measurement nonlinearity into a truncated Taylor
series and subsequent immersion.

3.5.1 Filter Equations

The measurement function h(x) defined in (2.143) is approximated by a
truncated Taylor expansion:

h(X):=h(i)+Jxh(x)l. (x-i) + (X-i)T~h(x)l. (x-i) + ...
x x

(3.80)

The order of the expansion (3.80) determines the order of the immersed
problem. The filter equations for this algorithm are given in 2.6.2.4.
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3.5.2 Discussion

i) Based on the property of the immersion technique there is no limitation
in the order of the approximation of the nonlinear measurement equa
tion. This motivates the introduction of this algorithrn to obtain better
filter perfonnances with respect to the filters of first and second order.

ii) The dimension of the immersed problem grows dramatically with the
order of the approximation.

iii) The first and second order filters presented in the previous section are
fonnulated in tenns of state and covariance estimates. The immersion
based algorithrn results in the conditional probability density function of
the state. The estimation of the state has to be perfonned separately.

An application of this approximate method to the planar tracking problem is
presented in the next chapter.

3.6 Expansion of the Density and Coordinate Transformation

In this section a filter algorithrn is presented that uses the fonnulation of
the studied problem in two different reference frarnes [15]. The propagation
equations are solved using a reference frarne where the system dynarnics are
linear and the update is carried out in an other representation where the mea
surement equation is linear. This approach involves however, the repeated
transfonnation of the probability density function from the first to the second
coordinates and vice versa. After the transfonnation the Gaussian properties
of the density are lost. Therefore the density has to be approximated prior to
each propagation and update step.

3.6.1 Assumptions

For the construction of this filter the existence of two different reference
frames with the following properties is assurned:

- Reference frame 1 (RFI with state x): In this representation
the system dynamics of the studied problem are linear and the
measurement model nonlinear.

- Reference frame 2 (RF2 with state z): In this representation
the measurement equations of the studied problem are linear
and the dynamics nonlinear.
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3.6.2 Description of the Filter

The exact solution of a general nonlinear filtering problem involves the
three steps presented in seetion 2.2. It is now important to note that in the
linear case with Gaussian statistics step 1 reduces to the propagation of the
estimate and of the covariance of the state and step 2 to their update. Step 3
is dropped because the density function is completely characterized by these
two parameters. This parametrization known as the KaIman Filter is possible
if the system dynamies and the measurement model are linear and if the ini
tial conditions, the measurement noise, and the input noise are Gaussian. In
this case an initial Gaussian state remains Gaussian for all times.

Now consider the reference frame RF1. In this representation the prob
lem has linear system dynamies but the measurement model is nonlinear. It
follows:

a) If the state x at the time Ik _ 1 has a Gaussian distribution then the a pri
ori density function px(xk' I ~ Yk _ 1) at the time Ik is Gaussian because
the system dynamies are linear. Moreover the apriori density
p/xk' tkl Yk - 1) is completely described by the solution ofthe propaga
tion equations of the state and covariance estimates:

tk

xkl k -1 = <1>(tk' Ik - 1)xk-1Ik-1 + J<1>(lk' cr)Gu(cr)dcr
tk _ 1

tk

+ J<1>(1k' cr)Q<1>T(tk' cr)dcr

tk _ I

(3.81 )

(3.82)

The apriori density has the form:

px(xk, I~ Yk - 1) =

c 1(1k)exp {-~ (xk -xkl k- 1) TPkl~ - 1 (xk - Xkj k- 1) }

(3.83)

where c1(Ik) is a time dependent normalizing constant.

b) From the nonlinearity of the measurement equation follows that by up
dating the density function px(xk, I~ Yk - 1) the Gaussian structure is
lost. Consequently the exact evaluation of xkj k is a nonlinear estimation
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problem.

Now consider the reference frame RF2. In this representation the problem
has nonlinear system dynamics but the measurement model is linear. It fol
lows:

c) If the apriori estimate Zkj k _ 1 at the time tk has a Gaussian distribution
then the aposteriori density p/zk' t~ Yk) is Gaussian because the mea
surement equation is linear, and the measurement noise is assumed to be
Gaussian. Moreover the aposteriori density p iXk' t~ Yk) is completely
described by the solution of the update equations of the state and cova
riance estimates:

(3.86)

(3.84)

(3.85)

- -
Zkj k = Zkl k - 1 + Kd Yk - H kZkl k - I]

- -
Pkj k = Pkj k - 1 - KkHkPkl k - 1

Kk = Pkjk-IHn HkPklk-IHk +Skr
l

The aposteriori density has the form:

P/zk' t~ Yk) = c2(tk)exp {-4 (Zk - Zklk) Tp~lk (Zk - zkjk)}

(3.87)

where c2(tk) is a time dependent normalizing constant. Note that the tildes
characterize all the values in RF2.

d) From the nonlinearity of the system dynamics follows that by propagat
ing the density function p /zk' tkl Yk) the Gaussian structure is lost. Con
sequently the exact evaluation of zk + 11 k is a nonlinear estimation prob
lem.

With the presented steps the construction of the approximated filter based on
a coordinate transformation (CfF) can be surnmarized in the following three
steps:

1) Assume that the filter starts with a Gaussian estimate xk _ 11 k _ 1 at the
time tk _ 1. The apriori estimate xkj k _ 1 is then obtained according to
a) by solving (3.81)-(3.82). This estimate is based on the exact linear
propagation equations.

2) The nonlinearity of the measurement model suggests to solve the update
step in RF2 according to c). This requires a transformation of
px(xk, tkl Yk - I ) to Pz(zk' tkl Yk - I ). The relation between RFI and RF2
is nonlinear, it follows that Pz(zk' t~ Yk _ I) is not Gaussian even if
Px(xk' tkl Yk _ I) is Gaussian. The update step c) requires that
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P/Zk' tkl Yk _ I) is approximated by a Gaussian density. The transfonna
tion of the density from RFl and RF2 and the approximation of
P/zk' tkl Yk - I) are described in the followings subsections.

3) After the update step 2) follows the propagation step. In order to solve
it like in a) and 1) the density has to be transfonned from RF2 to RFl.
As in 2) the density PiXk' t~ Yk) is not Gaussian even if Pz(zk' t~ Yk) is
Gaussian. Therefore an approximation of px(xk, tkl Yk) by a Gaussian
density is needed.

3.6.3 Transformation of the Density Function

Consider the two reference frarnes RFl and RF2. Assurne there exists a
nonlinear relation between these coordinates:

Z = g(x)

and

x = g-I(z) = g(z)

It follows [5]:

P/zk' t~ Yk) = Px(g(zk)' tkl YkW(zk)1

where

og(zk)
J(zk) = det{~}

aZk

Now one can show that if

oJ(z)
dZ = 0

then

i = g(z)

z = gei)

(3.88)

(3.89)

(3.90)

(3.91)

(3.92)

(3.93)

(3.94)

i.e., it is possible to construct the first moment i (respectively Z) directly
from z(respectively i). Notice that (3.92) does not imply that g(x) is a linear
transformation.

Proof:

The following proof is restricted to the case of a maximum aposteriori
estimator. In this case the extrema of the two densities are related by the
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functions g(x) and g(z). The generalization to the mean square estimator is
not requested (see remark ii) in the next subsection).

Consider the partial derivative of the density (3.90) with respect to zk:

dp/zk' t~ Yk) dPx(Xk, t~ Yk) dg(zk)

dZk = dX
k

dZk IJ(Zk)1

(3.95)

(3.97)

(3.96)

If (3.92) holds J(z) is constant and the second term of (3.95) vanishes:

dp/zk' t~ Yk) dPx(Xk, tkl Yk) dg(zk)

dZk dX
k

~J1(Zk)1

Analogous to (3.96):

dPx(xk' t~ Yk) dPz(zk' t~ Yk) dg(Xk) -I
d = d ~IJ(zk)1xk zk aXk

From (3.96) follows that if the derivative of the density Px(xk' tkl Yk) is zero
then the derivative of the density P/z k' tkl Yk) will be zero. From (3.97) if
the derivative of the density P/zk' tkl Yk) is zero also the derivative of the
density Px(xk' tkl Yk) will be zero. It results that the equations (3.93) and
(3.94) represent the transformation ofthe mode from one reference frame to
the other.

With (3.90) the density function (3.83) in RFI frame can be written as:

Pz(zk' t~ Yk - I ) = c3(tk)j1(zk)1

exp {-~ (g(zk) -xklk-I) TPkllk_1 (g(zk) -xkjk_I)}

(3.98)

where c3(tk) is a time dependent normalizing constant. Note that the density
(3.98) is not Gaussian since g(zk) is nonlinear.

3.6.4 Approximation of the Density with a Gaussian Function

The CfF is based on the solution of the propagation and update equa
tions in two different reference frames. The propagation equations (3.81)
(3.82) and the update equations (3.84)-(3.86) can onIy be used for Gaussian
densities. With the transformation between two coordinate systems the
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(3.99)

Gaussian structure of the density is lost. Therefore it is necessary to approx
imate the transfonned density after each propagation and after each update
by a Gaussian density. With (3.92) it results that the properties (3.93)-(3.94)
hold and the density (3.98) differs from a Gaussian density only in the non
linear function g(z).

Consider a second order Taylor expansion of the exponent of (3.98)
around the estimate Zkj k _ 1. With the definition:

F 1 - , ) Tp-I -)' )(zk) = "2 (g(zk)-xkjk_1 kjk-I(g(zk -xkjk_1

the second order expansion .of the exponent is:

, aF(zk) I '
F(Zk)"'F(zkjk_I)+~ _ (zk-zklk-I)

zl1 k-I

111 k-l (3.100)

(3.93)-(3.94) yield:

F(zkj k- I) = 0

aF(Zk) I = 0
dZ; _

zl1 k-l

Hence, (3.1 (0) reduces to:

1 , T a2F(Zk)
F(Zk)'" "2 (zk-zkjk_l) 2

aZk

(3.101)

(3.102)

(3.103)

The second derivative of F(zk) with respect to Zk according to (3.99) is:

a
2

F(zk) a
2

g(zk) -I _ ,
---;0-2- = --2-Pkjk-1 (g(zk) -xk1k - l )

aZk aZk

(3.92) yields:
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(3.105)

Equation (3.105) represents the approximated apriori covariance in RF2.
With the definition

--I
Pkjk-I = (3.106)

the density (3.98) can be approximated as:

P/zk' t~ Yk - I) ==

1 • T- -I •
c4(tk)exp{-2:(zk- zkjk_l) Pkjk-l(zk-zkjk_I)}

(3.107)

where c4(tk) is a time dependent normalizing constant.

This density (3.107) is Gaussian. P~~ results from the update of (3.107) us
ing the update equations described in c).

With a similar approximation the updated density (3.87) can be trans
formed back to RF1. The relation for the estimated covariance between the
two coordinate systems is:

(3.108)

Remarks:

i) Using the chain rule (3.105) with the definition (3.106) can also be writ
ten as:

(3.109)

(3.110)

and in the same way for the equation (3.108):

-I (Og(Zk))-T __ 1 (Og(Zk))-1
Pkj k = {-----.,-::- Pkj k -----.,-::- }

aZk aZk.
z.l1 k

ii) The CfF is based on these two followings properties:

1) The transformation ofthe density functions used by the CfF generate
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from an initial Gaussian density a non Gaussian density. With (3.92) all
the deviations from a Gaussian structure of the transformed density re
sult to be in the nonlinear function g(z).

2) Since the maxima of the two densities are related by the functions
g(x) and g(z) the equalities (3.101) and (3.102) hold and the second or
der approximation (3.1 (0) results in the Gaussian density (3.107).

3.6.5 Filter Aigorithm

The filter algorithm for one sampling interval may be summarized by the
followings five steps:

1) Solution of the propagation equations (3.81)-(3.82) in the time interval
[tk - 1, tk] .

2) Transformation of the state estimate and of the estimated covariance into
RF2 using (3.92) and (3.105), (3.106).

3) Solution of the update equations (3.84)-(3.86).

4) Transformation ofthe updated state estimate and the updated covariance
into RFI using (3.92) and (3.108).

5) Go to 1).

3.6.6 Differences between EKF and CfF

In order to compare the EKF and the CfF assume that at the time tk _ 1

the density is Gaussian and i k _ 11 k _ 1 is the associated mean square esti
mate. The EKF solves both propagation and update in RF1. Because the dy
namics are linear in this reference frame the EKF and the CfF solve the
propagation step exactly. In order to perform the update the EKF linearizes
the measurement model in RF1. The approximated measurement function
has the form (3.3). With (3.5) and the chain rule it possible to write the equal
ity:

_ ah(g(z), tk) I ag(x) I
- dz ~

Z~k-l X.tjk_1

ah(x, tk) I
Hk = dX

X~k-l

With the property:

h(g(zk)' tk) = Hkzk

analogous to (3.5) one can write in RF2:
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(3.113)

(3.114)

dh(g(z), tk) I
Hk = az

zki t-l

Hence, (3.111) can be written as:

- dg(X) I -
Hk = Hk-;)X , = HkG k

xtj t-1

By introducing (3.114) into the update equations (3.12)-(3.14) of the EKF
one obtains:

(3.115)

Pk1k = Pkjk-l-KkHkGJ!'klk-l (3.116)

T-T[- T-T J- 1
Kk = Pkjk-lGk Hk HkGkPklk_lGkHk +Sk (3.117)

Multiplying (3.115)-(3.117) with the function Gk respectively Gr the up
date equations of the EKF can be also written as:

G.0klk = G.0kjk-l+GkKk[Yk-h(xklk-l,tk)] (3.118)

T T - T
GkPkjkGk = GkPkjk-lGk-GkKkHkGJ!'klk-lGk (3.119)

T-T[- T-T J- 1
GkKk = GkPklk_lGkHk HkGkPklk_lGkHk +Sk (3.120)

Now consider the approximation (3.109) used by the CTF to transform the
covariance matrix through the reference frames. Using (3.109) to compute
the gains (3.86) of the CTF results in the relation:

Kk = GkKk (3.121)

Applying (3.109) to the updated covariance (3.85) of the CTF yields with
(3.121):

(3.122)

After the calculation of the aposteriori covariance Pkl k in RF2 the CTF
transforrns this matrix back to RF1 using the relation (3.110). This equation
is eva1uated at the aposteriori state Zkl k' In contrast the calculation of the a
posteriori covariance (3.119) by the EKF is based on the apriori state esti
mate. The CfF uses in the same way as the iterated EKF the aposteriori state
estimate for the evaluation of the aposteriori covariance. This property of
the CTF follows from the linearity of the measurement model in RF2 where
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the update step can be solved exactly. Moreover, due to the approximation
of the probability density fimction prior to each update step the apriori co
variance estimate has to be approximated. This introduces a dependency on
the apriori estimate xkj k _ l' This appears clearly in (3.122) where the a po
steriori covariance is expressed as a function of Gk'

The connection between the state estimate of the EKF and of the CfF
results after a Taylor expansion of the nonlinear function g:

zkjk = g(xkjk)=g(xklk-l)+Gk(xkjk-xkjk-l) (3.123)

By introducing (3.123) into the update equation (3.84) of the CfF using the
properties (3.93), (3.94) and (3.112) one obtains:

Gk(xkjk-xkjk-l) = KdYk-h(xkjk_l,tk)] (3.124)

With (3.121) this equation is identical to the update equation (3.118) of the
EKF.

3.6.7 Conclusion

i) For the evaluation of the updated covariances both apriori and a poste
riori values are used.

ii) The update equations (3.84)-(3.86) are exact if the measurement model
is linear and the density fimction is Gaussian. The application of these
equations to a problem with a non-Gaussian density results in a biased
estimate.

iii) Because of the approximation around the mode the CTF exhibits the
same sensitivity problems as known from the EKF [11,12].

3.7 Expansion of the Density and MAP Estimation

In this section an analysis of the approximation of the conditional den
sity function with higher order series is presented. The second order approx
imations considered here are based on a MAP estimator rather than on mean
square estimation.

The discussion starts with the analysis of an approximate MAP-filter
(AMP) presented in [24]. The essential idea of the approximate MAP-filter
is the detennination of the MAP state estimate by maximizing exactly the
conditional aposteriori density whereas for the propagation between mea
surements the density is expanded and truncated.
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3.7.1 Assumptions

The approximate MAP-filter is based on the assumption that the density
between measurements is of exponential form, i.e.,

p(x, ~ Yk) = c(t)exp(-y(x, t)) (3.125)

(3.127)

where c(t) is a normalizing constant and y(x, t) E R is nonnegative for all x
and t. Furthermore the dynamics of the system are assumed to be linear of
the form:

dx = F(t)x(t)dt + G(t) (u(t)dt + dß(t)) (3.126)

where G(t) E Rn x m is a time varying matrix and u(t) E Rm is a determin
istic known vector of input signals.

An approximate finite dimensional representation of the density is now
obtained as follows:

1. Due to the exponential form (3.125) of the density the Fokker-Planck
equation reduces to an equation in y(x, t) only, i.e., the exponential
structure is preserved during propagation. The Fokker-Planck equation
for the linear system dynamies (3.126) with (3.125) reduces to:

(1y(x, t) (1y(x, t)
dt = Tr {F} - -----ciX (Fx + Gu)

_! Tr {GQGT[ ({1y(X, t)) T (1y(x, t) _ a2
y(x, t)]}

2 -----ciX -----ciX ax 2

2. The function y(x, t) is expanded into a Taylor series around a reference
value m(t).

(1y(x, t) Iy(x, t) = y(m, t) + (x - m(t)) -----ciX
m

1 Ta2y(x, t)'+2 (x-m(t)) 2 (x-m(t))+ ...
ax

m

(3.128)

m(t) is chosen to be the mode of the approximated density p(x, tl Yk)'
i.e., the approximate MAP estimate of x at time t. Substituting this ex
pansion into the equation (3.127) one obtains - due to the linearity of the
system dynamics - a polynomial equation in (x - m(t)) of the form:
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uo(t) + Uf(r) (x - m(t)) + (x - m(t)) TU2(t) (x - m(t)) + ... = 0

(3.129)

where uO(t) ER, u 1(t) E Rn, u 2(t) E Rn x n, etc.

The coefficients u. are tensors of order i involving derivatives with respect
I

to the state x of i-th order of the function "«x, t) and total derivatives with
respect to time of these quantities. It is obvious that the complexity of these
coefficients increases dramatically for orders greater than two even for sys
tems with modest dimensions. One is therefore forced to truncate the poly
nomial (3.129) after the second order tenns. Since (3.129) must hold for all
values of x all coefficients must be identically zero. This yields the following
approximate second order representation of p(x, ~ Yk) in the interval

tk~t~tk+l:

with

1
c(t)exp {-"«m, t)} exp { -2:lC(x, t)} (3.130)

lC(X,t) = (x-m(t))Tp-l(t)(x-mU))

P(I) = (:;')1 r
m

(3.131)

(3.132)

Notice that 1C is the second order tenn of the expansion of "«x, t). Moreover
the density (3.130) is Gaussian and due to the linearity of the system dynam
ics remains Gaussian in the sampling interval. The measurement model is
nonlinear and therefore the update step generates the non Gaussian density
(3.125).

3.7.2 Filter Equations

The propagation equations for the mode m and the covariance matrix P
intheinterval [tk,tk+1l are:

m(t) = Fm(t) + Gu(t) (3.133)

P(t) = FP(t) + P(t)FT + GQGT (3.134)

subject to the initial conditions:

m(tk) = xkj k

P(tk) = Pkl k
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(3.133)-(3.136) render the propagated mode and covariance at the time

tk + 1 :

Xk+ llk = m(tk+ I) (3.137)

P k + lIk = P(tk+ I) (3.138)

The approximate apriori density results from the evaluation of (3.130) at the
time tk + I' This density is Gaussian with mode xk + 11 k and covariance ma
trix P k + 11 k' The aposteriori density at t k + 1 is then obtained by applying
Bayes' role resulting in

p(xk + I' tk + 11 Y k + I) =

ck + lexp {-~ [~(xk+ I' tk + I) + K(Xk + I' t k + I)]}

(3.139)

where Ck + 1 is a normalizing constant and

~(xk+ I' t k + I) = (Yk+ 1 - h(xk + I» TSk~ 1 (Yk+ I - h(Xk+ I»

(3.140)

The approximate MAP-estimate x k + 11 k + 1 of x at the time tk + 1 is now ob
tained by maximizing (3.139) with respect to X k + l' This is equivalent to
minimizing with respect to X k + 1 the loss function

g(Xk+l,tk + 1) = ~(xk+l,tk+I)+K(xk+l,tk+l) (3.141)

For the calculation of the updated value P k + 11 k + 1 the partial derivative of
g with respect to the state xis required:

and

a2
g(X, tk + 1) T -1 -1

ax2 = hjx)Sk+lhjx)+Pk+llk

-I
- T( (yk + 1 - h(x» , Sk + I' h ,xx(X»

(3.142)

(3.143)

where h,x and h ,xx are the partial derivatives of h with respect to the state,
and T(.) denotes a tensor product of the arguments in brackets. Pk + 11 k + 1
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follows from the evaluation of (3.143) at the estimate xk + 11 k + I using the
relation (3.132).

3.7.3 Derivation of the Propagation Equations

Because of the complexity of the higher order approximations of the
function y(x, t) only second order approximations are of practical interest.
Consider the truncation of the polynomial (3.129) after the second order
terms. The mode m(t) satisfies the MAP condition at each time in the inter
val [tk , tk + 1] :

(}Y(ä::t)1 = 0 (3.144)
m

With (3.144) and the truncation of the Taylor expansion (3.128) after the sec
ond order terms one obtains:

1 TfPy(x, t) Iy(x, t):=y(m,t) + 2 (x-m(t)) 2 (x-m(t))
OX

m

(3.145)

(3.146)

(3.147)

The partial derivatives with respect to the state x of the approximated func
tion y(x, t) result from (3.145):

(}y(x, t) T o2y(X, t) I---.,- := (x - m(t» 2
ax ox

m

o2y(x, t) :::: o2y(x, t) I
ox2 - ox2

m

The partial derivative with respect to the time is:

(}y(x, t) . 1 ( ) T . ( ) ( ) T .
~:=Y+2 x-m Y,xx x-m - x-m Y,xxm

where

m(t) = Jr(t)

i(m, t) = Jty(m, t)

o2y(x, t) I
Y,xx(m, t) = 2

ox
m
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Y· (m t) - d y (m t) (3.152)
,xx ' - dt,xx '

By inserting the partial derivatives (3.146), (3.147) and (3.148) into the Fok
ker-Planck equation (3.127) one obtains the polynomial (3.129):

(x-m)Ty [Fx+Gu-ni] --21Tr{GQGTy } +i-Tr{F},xx ,xx

+ 4(x - m) T[ i,xx +Y,xxGQGTy,xx] (x - m) = 0

(3.153)

and with the identity

(x-m)Ty Fx = (x-m)Ty Fm+-
2
1

(x-m)Ty F(x-m),xx ,xx ,xx

1 T T+-(x-m) F y (x-m)
2 ,xx

(3.154)

it results

(x-m)Ty [Fm+Gu-ni] +i--21Tr{GQGTy } -Tr{F},xx ,xx

+-2
1

(x-m)T[i +y GQGTy +y F+FTy ] (x-m),xx,xx ,xx,xx ,xx

= 0

(3.155)

The expression (3.153) has to be satisfied for all x, i.e., the respective coef
ficients of the quadratic and linear tenns in (x - m) must be zero. The tenns
which are independent of x are used only to calculate the nonnalizing con
stant of the conditional probability function.

Tenns in (x - m) :

(x-m)Ty [Fm+Gu-ni] = 0, '<:Ix (3.156),xx

(3.156) yields the propagation equations (3.133) for the mode m(t).

Quadratic tenns:

(x-m)T[r +y GQGTy +y F+FTy ](x-m),xx,xx ,xx,xx ,xx

= 0, '<:Ix

(3.157)
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Hence, the propagation equations for y is:,xx

"I,xx = - Y,xxGQGT'Y,xx + 'Y,xxF + FT'Y,xx

With (3.132) the total derivative of P(t) with respect to the time is

Pe) -1·-1t = -Y,xxY,xxY,xx

and with (3.158) the propagation equation for PU) is obtained:

PU) = GQGT +FP+PFT

The remaining terms yie1d a differential equation for the function y:

y-Tr{F} --21Tr{GQGTy } = 0,xx

(3.158)

(3.159)

(3.160)

(3.161)

These terms are independent of the state and determine the differential equa
tions for the normalizing function y(m, t). Since the MAP estimator is used
these terms need not be considered.

3.7.4 Discussion of the Filter

The extended Kalman filter for a system with linear dynamies and non
linear observations is obtained by rep1acing the nonlinear measurement
model in (2.3) by the linearized measurement model (3.3). It is straightfor
ward to show that the EKF is identical to the approximate MAP-filter with
the loss function:

with l( according to (3.131) and

~EKF(xk+l,tk+l) = [Yk+l-h(xk+\Ik)

1TS-I [ A

-Hk + 1 (xk + 1 -xk+ Ilk) k+ I Yk+ 1- h(xk+ Ilk)

-Hk + 1 (Xk + 1 -Xk+ Ilk)

(3.163)

where Hk + 1 is defined in (3.5).

Hence, the essential difference between the AMF and the EKF is the contri
bution of the measurements in the loss function. The AMF uses the exact
representation ~ of the measurement nonlinearity whereas ~EKF is an ap-
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proximation of ~. On the other hand the function lC which occurs in both g
and gEKF is an approximation of the exponent of the apriori density. It rep
resents the propagated second order term of the expansion of y in (3.125).
Therefore g and gEKF are approximations of the exact loss function y in
(3.125) and both have the same order of approximation. Clearly, the terms ~
and lC in (3.141) are incompatible: The use of higher order approximations
for ~ should be accompanied by an appropriate order of approximation of the
propagated exponent y. In contrast, the order of the approximation ~EKF in
the loss function of the EKF is consistent with lC. For the AMF based on the
exact contribution ~ consistency can only be achieved by solving the propa
gation equations for the density exactly. It is this inconsistency that results
in the unstable behavior of the AtvIF in the example discussed in the next
chapter.

3.8 The Approximated Extended Henes Filter

In practical applications the conditions (2.85)-(2.86) of the EBF are al
most never satisfied. The application of the EBF to these problems is there
fore possible only in approximative form [6]. Note that this filter also re
quires the assumptions (2.77)-(2.79). Only systems with linear measurement
models can be treated with this theory.

3.8.1 Filter Equations

In order to implement the filter algorithrn presented in section 2.5 the
matrices A, b, D and E have to be defined. The approximate EBF (AEBF)
uses a Taylor expansion around the estimated state to approximate these val
ues. Let:

V(x) = Tr(df~; t» + ~rG(t)Q(t)GT(t)rT

W(x) =fix, t) - sGU)Q(t)GT(t) r T

(3.164)

(3.165)

The function V(x) is approximated by a second order Taylor series expan
sion:

V(x) == xTA(t)x + bT(t)x + c(t)

W(x) is expanded to first order:

W(x) == D(t)x + E(t)
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The associated approximated values of A. b. D and E are:

• 1 0
2 IA(xkl k) = 2:7V(x»ox .

X~p

bT(xld,k) = gxV(X)I. -2X~0(Xklk)
x~p

D(xld, k) = !xW(x)I
x.tj ~

E(Xkl k) = W(XId, k) - D(Xkl k)Xkl k

(3.168)

(3.169)

(3.170)

(3.171)

These values A. b. D and E are used in the propagation equations of the EBF
(2.88)-(2.91). The update equations are the same as those ofthe BF and EBF
(2.38)-(2.40).

3.8.2 Discussion

i) For each value of SE] O. 1[ it is possible to construct the approximate
filter. The different values of S represent a different parametrization of
the approximate filtering problem.

ii) The approximation method given in (3.168)-(3.171) evaluates the func
tion fi.x. t) and its first. second. and third order derivatives at the apriori
estimate xld, k' To guarantee consistency in the used approximations the
Fokker-Planck equation (2.82) has to be solved between sampling time
using the same order of approximation of fi.x. t) as used in (3.168)
(3.171). This renders a real time application unrealistic because the re
quired computer power will be extremely high.

iii) For a linear approximation of the function fi.x. t) the Fokker-Planck
equation (2.82) always has a solution. A special parametrization of this
problem is the EKF. In the case of higher order approximation of the
function fi.x. t) an analytical solution of (2.82) is not assured. Therefore
a general comparison with the second order filters discussed earlier is
not possible.

iv) For a system without input noise the drift function fex. t) is approximat
ed using a first order series and the filter reduces to the EKF (see (3.164)
(3.167».

v) The introduction of the second order approximation (3.166) of the func
tion V(x) and the first order approximation (3.167) of the function W(x)
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in the Fokker-Planck equation (2.101) of the density function (2.80) of
the state x results in the equation (2.112). This equation is a second order
equation in the state x. The coefficients of the quadratic terms in x render
the differential equation for P and the coefficients of the linear terms in
x render the differential equation for m. Since the density function of the
EBF is characterized only by two statistical parameters higher order ap
proximation of the functions V(x) and W(x) need not be considered.

vi) From v) it results that the AEBF is based on a second order approxima
tion of the density function.
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Chapter4

4 Application to the Planar Tracking Problem

The tracking problem discussed here involves the estimation of the 10
cation and the velocity of a nonstationary target in the plane based on noisy
bearing-angle measurements. The measurements are obtained by a maneu
vering observer. It can be shown that there does not exist an optimal finite
dimensional filter for the tracking problem [20,21,23]. In order to obtain im
plementable algorithms approximate solutions must be sought. In the fol
lowing the approximate filters presented in the previous chapter are applied
to the planar tracking problem. Their performance is compared by means of
simulations and their feasibility for practical implementation is discussed.

4.1 The Planar Tracking Problem

The planar intercept problem considered here involves a short range air
to-air missile and a non-maneuvering target. The missile is assumed to be
equipped with a passive seeker providing bearing-angle measurements.
These measurements are the only information provided about the missile
target relative motion. The geometry ofthe tracking problem is given in Fig
ure 4.

The derivation of the filter equations requires a mathematical model of
the dynamics of the observer-target relative motion (system dynamics) and
of the measurement process. Due to the nonlinearities of the filtering prob
lem the behavior of the filter depends on the coordinates used to formulate
the filterequations [29,31].

Basical1y there exist two formulations of the tracking problem. One is
based on a representation of the equations of relative motion of observer and
target system dynamics in a cartesian reference frame, the other is based on
a representation in polar coordinates. In the first case the system dynamics
are linear with nonlinear measurements. In the second case one obtains non-
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linear equations of motion with linear measurements. Both formulations
have been used to derive tracking filters [10].

In practical applications filtering algorithms are implemented on digital
computers. This motivates the choice of a continuous dynamical system
with a discrete measurements.

M: Missile
T: Target
vM: Missile velocity
vT: Target velocity

QM: Missile acceleration
QT: Target acceleration
R: Range
<p: Bearing angle

Figure 4: Geometry ofthe Tracking Prob/ern

4.1.1 Representation in Cartesian Coordinates

The dynamics of the missile-target relative positions are described by
the state vector (see Figure 4):

(4.1)

The system dynarnics are then given by the foUowing set of linear equations:

where

i(t) = Fx(t) + G [u(t) + ß(t)1
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[

0010

1
F = 000 1

0000
0000

G = r!~
u = [=::~

ß = [:~~]

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.8)

The vector ßcontaining the target acce1eration components is modeled as a
continuous zero-mean Gaussian white input noise with intensity Q. The ac
celeration components of the missile are assumed to be known. They build
the deterministic input vector u. The bearing angle measurements are as
sumed to be discrete (digital signal processing) and are of the form:

Yk = h(xk)+vk (4.7)

with

X2
h(x) = <p = atan-

xl

where vk is a discrete zero-mean Gaussian white measurement noise with
variance Sk' Equation (4.7) is a nonlinear measurement equation. For later
use the gradient and the Hessian of the measurement function h(x) are also
given. The gradient is:

CJh(x) T
= (~)

and the Hessian:
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2 2
2X 1X2 X2 -xl 00

1 2 2
-------;;:2 X2 -xl -2X1X2 0 0
(Xi + X~) 0 0 0 0

o 0 00

4.1.2 Representation in Polar Coordinates

(4.10)

(4.12)

Consider Figure 4 and astate vector including the range R, the bearing
angle <p, range rate and bearing rate:

T ..
Z = [zl,z2,z3,z4] = [<p,R,<p,R] (4.11)

The continuous nonlinear system dynamics are given by:

aT<p - aM<p z2
-----2z1-

z4 z4

. 2
z2 = aTR-aMR+z4z1

i 3 = zl

i 4 z2

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

As for the cartesian representation the target acceleration components are as
sumed to be white noise and the missile acceleration components are a de
terministic known input of the system. The bearing angle measurements are
given by:

with

H = [001 Q]

(4.16)

(4.17)

where vk is a discrete zero-mean Gaussian white measurement noise with
variance Sk'

4.2 The Extended Kaiman Filter

A straightforward approach to the tracking problem is the EKF based on
the cartesian model. This involves the linearization of the measurement
equation (4.7) which is nonlinear in tenns of the cartesian state vector (4.1).
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The propagation equations associated with the dynamics (4.2) are:

m(t) = Fm(t) + Gu(t)

:t(t) = FrJ..t) + L(t)FT + GQGT

m(tk) = Xkj k

L(tk) = Lkj k

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

Moreover this analysis concentrates on systems without input noise, i.e., the
target accelerations (4.6) are assumed to be zero (non-maneuvering target).

The linearity of the system dynarnics al10ws for an analytical solution of
the propagation equations. This exact solution can be represented in a closed
form.

State propagation:

tk + I

x k + Ilk = <1>(tk+ I' tk)xkjk+ J<1>(tk+ I' cr)Gu(cr)dcr

t.

Covariance propagation (for systems without input noise):

Lk + 11 k = <1>(tk + I' tk) L kj k<1>T(tk + I' tk)

where

I
I 0 T~<1>t t - 010

( k + I' k) - 0 0 1 0

0001

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

denotes the transition matrix associated with (4.3) and

T = tk+ I - tk (4.25)

is the sampling interval. For short sampling intervals the integration in
(4.22) may be approximated by an Euler step.

The update equations (3.12)-(3.14) can directly be applied to the track
ing problem. The vector Hk + I defined in (3.5) follows from (4.9):

Hk+ 1 = [2-
X2

2~ oJ (4.26)
XI +x2 XI +x2 J_

x.+ 11'
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Simulation results are presented in the next chapter with the results of
other filters.

4.3 The Pseudolinear Filter

The idea of pseudo-linearisation (see section 3.3) is applied to the carte
sian formulation of the tracking problem. Here the state dependent nonlin
earities occur in the measurement equation. By an appropriate nonlinear
transformation it is possible to generate a measurement equation which is
linear in the states. Unfortunately, the measurement noise becomes state de
pendent after the transformation. Therefore again a linearisation is required
in order to apply the Kalman-formulae. Hence, also this method does not
avoid the expansion of nonlinearities but shifts it to a different location in
the design procedure. Therefore it still suffers from the same sensitivity
problems that are known from the extended Kalman filter. In fact it is shown
in section 3.3 that this approach yields covariance equations that are identi
cal to those of the EKF.

4.3.1 Application to the Tracking Problem

There exist many possibilities to apply a pseudolinear filter to the planar
tracking problem. Here three different approaches are presented and dis
cussed.

4.3.1.1 First Approach

Consider a problem where the hearing angle q:> and the range Rare mea- .
sured. In this case it is possible to construct a pseudolinear measurement ac
cording to (3.23). Set the pseudo measurements to the positions Xl and x2 .

This results in the new measurement equation (deterministic case):

m(y) = Cx

where the matrix C is constant:

C = fl 000]
lo 1 0 qj

(4.27)

(4.28)

The pseudo-measurements m(y) are evaluated using the measured hearing
angle q:> and range R:
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(4.29)

(4.30)

m(y) = IR c?s<p1
lRsm<pJ

In the absence of range measurements this model assumes the state depen
dent form (3.32). The pseudo-measurements m(y, x) are evaluated using the
measured hearing angle <p and the estimate of the range R:

m(y, x) = [~c~s<pl
Rsm<PJ

The partial derivative ofthe pseudo measurement with respect to the state is:

I

om(y, x) I 2 2 -2 [x I cos<p x 2 cos<p 00ld = 2 (xl +X2 ) .. (4.31)
x h(x),x XI sm<p x2sm<p 00 ..

q>,X

and the partial derivative of the pseudo measurement with respect to the
measurement is:

om~'X)1 = Rr- Sin <P11
Y h(x),x l cos<pJ(p,x

This results in the pseudo noise covariance (3.43):

S = R2s[ .Sin<p2 -Sin<pcos<Pj
-sm<pcos<p cos<p2

(p, x

(4.32)

(4.33)

The filter equations for the cases (4.29) and (4.30) are given in section 3.3.

4.3.1.2 Second Approach

In [26,27,30,31] an other pseudo-measurement model is considered. It
is based on the geometrical equality (see Figure 4)

X2COS<P-Xlsin<p = 0

and has the form

m(y) = 0

(4.34)

(4.35)

This form is equivalent to (4.27) where the matrix C is the zero matrix. Also
this model assumes the state dependent form (3.32). The pseudo-measure
ments m(y, i) are evaluated using the measured hearing angle <p and the es
timated state i:
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m(y,x) = x2cosq>-xjsinq> (4.36)

The partial derivative of the pseudo measurement with respect to the state
for the evaluation of the matrix H defined in (3.37) is:

(4.37)H= Jm(y, x) I [ 111Jx = - -sinq> cosq> 0 OJ "
h(x), x q>

and the partial derivative of the pseudo measurement with respect to the
measurement is:

Jm~'X)1 = !m(X2cosq>-XjSinq»I =-R
y h(") " q> " "x,x q>,X

The approximated model (3.39) results with (4.37) and (4.38) in:

(4.38)

m(Yk,xklk_j)=Hk(Xk-Xkjk_j) -RkVk

The update equations of the PLF are (3.40)-(3.43).

(4.39)

4.3 .1.3 Third Approach

There is another approach for the application of the PLF to the planar
tracking problem [30,31]. Here an equa1ity is considered in the stochastic
case. With (4.7) and the addition theorem we get:

X2cos(y) -xjsin(y)

= X2COS(q>+V) -xjsin(q>+V)

= (x2cosq>-xjsinq»COSV- (x2sinq>+xjcosq»sinv

=-R (sin2q> + cos2q» sinv

= -Rsinv

(4.40)

This equality motivates the choice of the following measurement equation:

m(y) = 0 = x2cosy -Xj siny +Rsinv

= Cx + rsinv (4.41)

where

C = [-siny cosy 0 OJ (4.42)

This new observation model is linear in the state variable and contains the
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measured hearing angle y in the components of the matrix C.

lf the measurement noise vk is zero mean and Gaussian one has:

E{vk} = E{V~} = ... = E{V~n+l} = 0 (4.43)

and

E{V~n} = 3·5· ... · (2n-l)Sk

With a Taylor expansion

v3 v5
. k k

smvk = vk -3f+5T-···

it results:

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)E{sinvk } = 0

. 2 _ 2 2 3
E{(smvk) } - Sk-Sk+'jSk-

1
2(1-exp{-2Sk })

(4.47)

Note that the relations (4.46) and (4.47) are exact. The covariance of the
noise term of the pseudo measurement is proportional to the square of the
true range. This quantity is unknown and in the filtering algorithrn the a pri
ori position estimate is used to evaluate the noise covariance.

(4.48)

The update equations of the PLF are (3.28)-(3.31).

4.3.2 Discussion

The first two approaches are quite similar. They are based on the same
approximation method but they use different pseudo measurement models.
The third approach pretends to solve the tracking problem with bearing only
measurements by using only the approximation in the covariances of the
states. This implies the use in the filter equations of a Ck matrix depending
on the measured values Yk. These values are correlated with the state errors.
Also the gains Kk depend on Yk. These correlations result in the following
two effects:
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1) A new source of bias appears in the estimate. Consider the conditional
expectation:

(4.49)

(4.50)

Due to the correlation between the matrix Ck and the gains K k this ex
pectation does not vanish and this results in bias.

2) The equations of the Kalman filter result from the Kushner's equation.
Moreover to derive the equation for the conditional covariance of the
KaIman filter the following relation is used [2]:

E {xk (C0k) l Yk } -xklk-I E {(C0k) l Yk}

= (E{x0~Yk} -xklk-lX~k-I)Cr

This condition is not fulfilled if there is a correlation between the error
in the state and the matrix Ck. The application of the Kaiman formulae
to such a problem results in wrong covariance estimates.

Remark:

In [27] the effect described in 1) is avoided by evaluating the gains of
the filter using the estimated bearing angle q, kI k _ I·

Simulation results are presented in the next chapter with the results of
other filters.

4.4 Second Order Filters

Due to the linearity of the system dynamics of the tracking problem in
the cartesian reference frame, the propagation equations for the MTSOF and
MGSOF associated with (4.2) reduce to (4.18)-(4.21). Furthermore the ana
lytical solution of these equations is given in (4.22) and (4.23).

The update equations (3.71) and (3.72) can directly be applied to the pla
nar tracking problem. The vector Hk + I is given in (4.26) and the Hessian
follows from (4.10):

2 2
2X l X2 x2 -XI 00

1 2 2
------=2 X2 -Xl -2X I X2 0 0

(xi + X~) 0 0 00
o 0 00

XH 11 t
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Simulation results are presented in the next chapter with the results of
other filters.

4.5 A Polynomial Approximation of the Measurement Model

The linear structure of the system dynamies of the tracking problem in
the cartesian reference frame motivates the search of better tracking algo
rithms using a polynomial approximation of the measurement model and ap
plying the immersion theory. Moreover to improve the robustness of this fil
ter algorithm with respect to the EKF the Taylor expansion of the measure
ment function is developed around a reference trajectory different from the
estimated states.

In this section a second order approximation of the measurement func
tion (4.8) is presented. First order approximations are not of interest since
they do not present any perfonnance improvement with respect to the EKF.
The implementation of higher order approximations is discussed at the end
of the current section.

4.5.1 Assumptions

The sensitivity problems lcnown from all the filters based on a linearisa
tion around the estimated state motivate the search of an algorithm that is in
dependent ofthe estimated values. This implies the choice of a trajectory in
dependent of the estimated state. Some assumptions about the relative posi
tion missile-target are necessary.

Figure 5: Assumed engagement geometry



Consider the engagement geometry depicted in Figure 5 where

(4.52)

For this type of engagement, in the first phase the bearing angle and the bear
ing rate remain approximately zero:

G''''O

<'1>",0

With (4.8) and

This implies:

x
2

",0

x4 ",0

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)

Because of the independency of hex) on the velocities x3 and x4 the Taylor
series expansion of the measurement function requires only reference values
for the positions x I and x2 . With (4.56) and

(4.58)

the reference position is defined. For the assumed engagement geometry de
picted in Figure 5 an higher order expansion of the measurement function
hex) around this reference position renders a good approximation of h(x).
During the tracking maneuver the distance missile-target is getting smaller.
This implies that the reference value x ~ must be time dependent to guarantee
a good approximation of the measurement function. Moreover for short dis
tances missile-target the approximation (4.53)-(4.54) becomes invalid. The
last part of the tracking problem can be solved for example again using an
approximation around the estimated state.

4.5.2 Equations of the Linear Problem

*The second order expansion of hex) around the position [xl' 0] is:

23x2 3x l x2 x l x2
hex) == -* -~ +~ (4.59)

xl (XI) (Xl)

With (4.2) and the approximated measurement model (4.59) the linear state
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vector Z is detennined using immersion theory. With the two conditions for
the existence of a finite dimensional filter presented in 2.6.1.2 the new state
Z is:

(4.60)

The dynamies of the system in this state vector representation are character
ized by the following differential equations:

i l = z3

i 2 = z4

i 3 = an -aMI

i 4 = aT2 - aM2

i 5 = 2z7

i 6 = Zg + Zg

i 7 = zl (an - aMI) + zlQ

i g = zl (an - aM2 ) + zll

i g = z2(an -aMI ) +zll

ilQ = 2z3 (an - aMI)

i ll = z3(aT2 -aM2 ) +z4(an -aMI )

i 12 = 2z6 +Z 13

i 13 = z5(an -aM2 ) +2zg

i l4 = z6(an -aMI ) +zI5+ z I6

i l5 = z7(an -aM2 ) +zg(an-aMI ) +zn

i l6 = 2zg (an - aMI) + zn

in = zlQ(aT2 -aM2 ) +2z 11 (an-aMI)

The measurement equation is:
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(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.69)

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.75)

(4.76)

(4.77)



Yk = h(zk) + vk

where the function

(4.78)

(4.79)
3 3 1

h(z) = *z2-~z6+~zI2
xI (xI) (xI)

is linear in the state z. Equations (4.61 )-(4.79) represent a problem with a lin
ear system dynamic and a linear measurement model. Note that the initial
conditions of this system are not Gaussian.

Remark: The dimension of the system is not minimal. There is no equation
that depends on z14' Hence should zl4 be dropped. The system generated
with the immersion has minimal dimension only if it generates an invertible
filter [20].

4.5.3 Discussion

Using the Taylor expansion of the measurement model of the planar
tracking problem in connection with immersion technique one obtains a
problem with linear dynamics and measurement model but with non Gauss
ian initial conditions. General problems ofthis type are analyzed in [22]. The
filter algorithrn presented in section 2.6 cannot be applied to this case since
the system noise is not known. In the noiseless case the SIF can be imple
mented.

The exact implementation of the immersion based filter associated with
(4.60)-(4.79) requires an extensive amount of computing power because:

i) For the computation of (2.194) the inversion of an high dimensional ma
trix is required at each step. For the planar tracking problem with a sec
ond order approximation of the measurement equation the dimension is
16.

ii) The SIF computes the approximate aposteriori conditional density
function. The aposteriori state estimate must then be calculated by using
for example the MAP estimator. This again requires considerable com
puter power because of the high dimension of the problem.

iii) A higher order approximation of the measurement equation increases
dramatically the dimension of the problem.

In addition we conclude the following:

1) In the case where the system is not affected by system noise it is possible
to calculate the exact aposteriori conditional density of the problem.
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This approach is considered in a later section.

2) By assurning that the initial conditions are Gaussian the linear theory can
be applied to the problem (4.60)-(4.79) also in the case with system noise.
The implementation of the KaIman filter for the problem (4.60)-(4.79) will
not require an extensive amount of computing power even if the dimension
of the filter is high.

4.6 Expansion of the Density and Coordinate Transformation

Consider the planar tracking problem presented in section 4.1. The rep
resentation in cartesian coordinates (subsection 4.1.1) renders linear system
dynarnics which is appropriate to solve the propagation equations (RF1).
The update equations can be solved using polar coordinates (subsection
4.1.2) where the measurement model is linear (RF2).

4.6.1 Application to the Planar Tracking Problem

The transformation g(z) between cartesian and polar coordinates (4.11)
is given as follows:

XI = z4 cosz3

x2 = z4 sinz3

x3 = z2cosz3-zlz4sinz3

x4 = z2sinz3+z1z4cosz3

The Jacobian of g(z) is:

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

0 0 -z4 sinz3 cosz3
Clg(z) 0 0 z4 cosz3 sinz3
dZ =

-z4 sinz3 cosz3 - z2 sinz3 - z I z4 cosz3 z I sinz3

z4 cosz3 sinz3 z2cos z3 -z l z4 sinz3 zlcosz3

(4.84)

and the determinant (3.91) is:

2l(z) = z4 (4.85)

It is evident that l(z) is not constant and hence (3.92) is not satisfied. Fol-
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lowing the approach in [15] this difficulty may be circumvented by using a
modified polar coordinates. Consider the following state vector:

zT = [zl' z2,z3,z4] = [4>':t(R
2
),ljl,R

2
] (4.86)

The transformation g(z) between cartesian and modified polar coordinates
(4.86) is given by:

Xl = ~cosz3

x2 = ~sinz3

z2
x4 = ~ sinz3 + zl,[z":; cosz3

2,,;z4

The Jacobian of g(z) is:

0 0 -~sinzJ

0 0 ~coszJ
ag _
az -

-~sinzJ
COSZJ z2 sinz3 );;.

2~
-~ - ZI Z4 COSZ3

2 Z4

~COSZ3
sinz3 z2 cosz3 );;. .

2);;.
-----y;;- - Z1 Z4 smz3

2 z4

and the determinant (3.91) is:

1
J(z) = 4

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)

(4.90)

COSZJ

2);;.
sinzJ

2);;.
z2 cosz3 Z1sinz3

- 4 ();;.) 3 - 2);;.

z2sinz3 ZICOSZJ
----+--

4 ();;.) J 2);;.

(4.91) .

(4.92)

J(z) is constant and hence (3.92) is satisfied. The CfF algorithrn may be im
plemented using (3.81)-(3.82) for the propagation and (3.84)-(3.86) for the
update.

Remark: For the three dimensional tracking problem there exists a modified
coordinate system with similar properties. However the determinant (3.91)
is state dependent and only an approximative version ofthe CfF is available
in this case. A discussion of this case is presented in [15, 23].
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(4.93)

4.7 Expansion of the Density and MAP Estimation

In this section it is shown that the AMF fails for the planar tracking prob
lem [32]. The mechanism of divergence is analyzed and the relation of the
AMF to the extended Kalman filter is discussed. It becomes evident that the
exact maximization in conjunction with the approximate propagation of the
density yields an inconsistent approximation of the density function. At the
end ofthe section a modified version of the AMF is proposed which is stable
for the tracking problem.

4.7.1 Application of the AMF to the Tracking Problem

Consider the cartesian representation of the tracking problem presented
in section 4.1. For this model one obtains the following update procedure for
the AMF at the time tk + I:

1. Minimize with respect to xk + 1 the loss function with

[

X ]21 2'+1
~(xk+l,tk+l) = s-- Yk+l- atan -x -

k + 1 1.+ 1

and

lC(Xk + l ,tk + 1) = (Xk+l-Xk+llk)TP"k~llk(Xk+l-Xk+llk)
(4.94)

One obtains the MAP estimate of x at tk + 1:

xk+llk+1 = arg minx {~(xk+l,tk+l)+lC(xk+l,tk+l)}
<+\

(4.95)

2. Evaluate (3.143) to approximate the aposteriori density at tk + 1 using
the relation (3.132). For the measurement equation (4.8) this results in:

[
1 T -I

Pk+llk+1 = -S-Hk+IHk+l+Pk+llk
k+1

1. ]-1
- -S- (Yk+ 1 - (j>k+ Ilk+ I) M k + 1

k+1

(4.96)

where with (4.9):
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CJh(x) I
eh

Xk+ll k+ I

and with (4.10):

M k + 1 = h ,xx(xk + I1 k + 1)

~ 1 [-sincp coscp 0 OJ I
Rk+llk+1 •

<jlk+llk+1

(4.97)

2sincpcoscp sincp2 - COScp2 0 0

sincp2 - COScp2 -2sincpcoscp 00
o 0 00
o 0 00

(Pk+1Jk+1

(4.98)

and

(Pk+llk+1 (4.99)

(4.1 (0)

Note that the maximization (4.95) in step 1) renders possible the evaluation
ofthe vector Hk + 1 and the matrix M k + 1 at the aposteriori sate Xk + 11 k + 1.

4.7.2 The Mechanism of Filter Divergence

The unstable behavior of the AMF may be attributed to the structure of .
the loss function g given by (3.141), (4.93), and (4.94). The determination
of the update xk + I1 k + I is a compromise between minimizing the contribu
tions ~ and lC. The term ~ penalizes deviations of the estimated bearing angle
(4.99) from the measured value Yk + I' The term lC penalizes the deviation of
xk + I1 k + I from the apriori state estimate xk + I1 k' The minimization of g
can be substantially simplified by exploiting the fact that ~ is independent of
the velocity components x3 and x4 . The MAP estimates of these quantities
may therefore be expressed analytically in terms of the positions x I and x2
by minimizing lC with respect to x3 and x4. Resubstituting these values into
(4.94) results in a quadratic form in the positions only. Thus one obtains a
reduced order minimization problem of the form:

Minimize with respect to x I and x2 the following loss function:
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(4.101)g(Pk+l,tk + l ) = ~(Pk+l,tk+I)+K(Pk+l,tk+l)

with ~ according to (4.93) and

K(P k + I' tk + I) = (pk + 1 - Pk+ Ilk) TPk~ Ilk (pk + 1 - Pk+ Ilk)

(4.102)

(4.103)

(4.105)

(4.104). _ [X1k+11j
Pk + 11 k - •

x2 k + 11 k

To find out the matrix Pk~ 11 k the inverse of the matrix P k + 11 k is represent
ed by 2-by-2 blockmatrices Ni} as follows:

-I ~Nll N 12l
Pk + 11k = NT N "I

12 22J k+ Ilk

The minimum of the 10ss function (3.141) is given by the condition:

og(xk + I' tk + I) o~(xk+ I' tk + I) OK(Xk + I' t k + I)

ax ax + ax = 0

(4.106)

The blockmatrix representation of (4.106) is:

OK(Xk + I' tk + I)

ap
OK(Xk + I' tk + I)

ap'

(4.107)

where
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(4.112)

Hence:

+2fN ll (Pk+I-Pk+llk) +N12(P'k+I-~'k+l[k)]
~i2 (p k + 1 - Pk+ Ilk) +N22 (P'k+ 1 - P'k+ Ilk)

(4.110)

The second element of the vector equation (4.110) gives the relation between
the positions P and the velocities p' at the minimum of the loss function g.
It results:

(P'k+I-P'k+l[k) = NZi Ni2(Pk + I -Pk+llk) (4.111)

By inserting (4.111) in the first element of the vector equation (4.11 0) it re
sults:

d~ 1 T Ao = dp +2 [N ll +N12NZ2 N 121 (Pk+ 1 - Pk+ l[k)

The same equation results fram the minimization of (4.101) with:

--I -I T
Pk+ I[k = N ll +N12N22NI2 (4.113)

Notice that Pk~ Ilk is positive definite if Pk+ Ilk is positive definite. With
(4.101) and (4.113) the minimization of the four dimensional function gis
reduced to the minimization of the two dimensional function g.

If Pk + I) k is positive definite, iC is convex and its contours in the xI -x2

plane are elhpses. The minimum of iC is the predicted position Pk + 11 k' The
contours of~ in the x l -x2 -plane are the rays A(q» (see Figure 6) and its min
imum is along the ray A(Yk+ I)' In principle the minimization of gcan now
be carried out in polar coordinates by choosing a bearing angle q> and mini
mizing g with respect to the range along the ray A(q». The resuIting local
minimum Pk~nl(q» is the unique point where A.(q» is tangential to a con
stant-iC ellipse. The absolute minimum of g is then the minimum with re
spect to q> on the curve Pk~nl (q». The optimal estimate of the bearing angle
is denoted by (Pk + 11 k + I' This value may be interpreted as a compromise
between minimizing the angular deviation from the measurement Yk + 1 and
the angular deviation fram the predicted bearing angle (Pk + IJ k given by the
predicted position Pk + 11 k' Depending on the relative weightmg ofthe func-
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tions ~ and 1C (which is detennined by the measurement noise Sk + 1 and the
covariancePk + 11 k) the updated angle (Pk + 11 k + 1 will be closer to the mea
surement Yk + 1 or closer to the predicted bearing angle.

Moreover it is possible to show that the curve pT~nl (<p) is also an ellipse.
Consider the loss function (4.101) in polar coordinates:

_ (Yk+I-<Pk+I)2
g( <Pk + I' R k + I' tk + I) = S

• T--I •
+ (Pk+I-Pk+llk) Pk+llk(Pk + I -Pk+lIk)

(4.114)

where the polar representation of (p k + 1 - Pk + 11 k) is:

(4.115)

pmin(<p) is the function obtained by setting to zero the partial derivative of
the loss function (4.101) with respect 10 the range R:

dg(<pk + I' Rk + I' tk + I)

dR

(4.116)

After some manipulations one obtains:

0=
• T--I •

(Pk+I-Pk+llk) Pk+llk(Pk+I-Pk+llk)

• T--I A

+ (Pk+ 1 - Pk+ Ilk) Pk+ IlkPk+ Ilk

(4.117)

(4.117) is the equation of an ellipse that passes through the origin and the
predicted position Pk + 11 k· The center of this ellipse is
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C - (L L )- -xl -x22 i+llt' 2 hIli

and the axes are parallel to those of the eontours of K.

K = const

(4.118)

Figure 6: Minimization along A(<p)

The divergenee of the seeond-order MAP filter is due to the degenera
tion of the minimization problem stated above. In Figure 7 this beeomes ev
ident by noticing that there is a eritieal angle <p sueh that the loeal and glo

e
bal minimum of galong A(<p ) are at the origin. For all <p in the open interval

e

le = {<pI<Pe-1t><p><Pe} (4.119)

the loss funetion does not have a loeal minimum. The unique global mini
mum along A(<p) is at the origin. The eritieal angle <p is determined by the

e
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eonstant- X: eontour that passes through the origin. Define the direetional unit
veetor

11 = [eosq>, sinq>] T

and the gradient of X::

ax: T
VpX:= (d"P)

The eritieal angle is then detennined by the eondition

111.. Vpx:(p=O)

yielding

_T --1
Pk+ 1lkPk+ 11k11 = 0

(4.120)

(4.121)

(4.122)

(4.123)

For measurements Yk+ 1 EIe the optimal bearing angle estimate
(Pk + 11 k + 1 may lie in Ic too. Sinee the process Yk + 1 is random aeeording
to (4.7) this situation oeeurs with some nonzero probability
Pr«Pk + 11 k + 1 EIe) > 0 resulting in the MAP position estimate
Pk+ 11 k + 1 = O. From (4.96) follows immediately that the updated eovari
anee will be singular. By virtue of (3.134) with the singular matrix G of (4.3)
the propagated eovarianee will be singular. The algorithm breaks down
when evaluating (3.139) whieh requires the inversion of the updated eovari
anee matrix aeeording to (3.131).
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Figure 7: Critical Region

4.7.3 Modified Approximated MAP Filter

/

K = const

In the following a modification of the AMF for the tracking problem is
presented. This modification should be interpreted as a workaround. It elim
inates the origin as a possible candidate for a minimum of the loss function
g defined in (3.141). The approach does not establish consistency ofthe ap
proximation of the aposteriori density. This can only be achieved by taking
into account higher order terms in the expansion (3.129).

The modified version of the AMF (MAMF) is obtained by altering the model
of the measurement noise. The design of the filter is based on the following
state-dependent noise characteristics

E[VkV) = (00 + :~)Okj

where the range R is defined as:
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and

R = JXT +x~ (4.126)

(4.127)

The parameters 0 0 and 0 R may be time dependent. The above noise model
is often used in tracking applications involving radar measurements. It was
actually used in [24] to generate the measurement noise data but not for the
design of the MAP filter. Since the noise statistics depend only on the posi
tion the structure of the loss function remains as given in (3.141). Hence the
minimization problem may again be formulated in terms of the position-only
estimates according to (4.101). For the measurement noise (4.124)-(4.125)
this results in

+ K(pk + l' tk + 1)

(4.128)

where R k + 1 and <Pk+ 1 depend on Pk + 1 according to (4.126) and (4.8) re
spectively.

Assertion: Ifthe predicted positions Pk+ Ilk are nonzero and if Pk+ Ilk is
nonsingular the origin is not a minimum of g irrespective of the measure-

ments Yk+ I'

Proof:

The derivatives of g with respect to the polar coordinates R and <P with
(4.120) are:

r- I ~T --1
+2Rk + 11l Pk+llkll-2Pk+llkPk+llkll

(4.129)

and
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2 r- I drJ AT --I drJ
+ 2Rk + I" Pk + 11 kd<p - 2Rk + 1Pk + 11 kPk + 11 kd<p

(4.130)

with TI according to (4.120). The partial derivatives (4.129) and (4.130) are
continuous for all Rand <p. Hence, for the origin of the xI -x2-plane to be the
minimum of g it is necessary that the derivatives vanish for all <p at R = O.
Evaluating (4.129) and (4.130) results in the following condition that must
hold for all <p at the origin:

AT --I
Pk+ IlkPk+ IlkTl = 0 (4.131)

This is the equation of the critical angle (see (4.123». It has two distinct so
lutions, <p = <peand <p = <Pe + 1t. Since (4.131) is not valid for all <p, the or
igin cannot be a local extremum of g. Hence the MAMF does not possess
the intrinsic instability of the AMF.

4.8 The exact MAP Filter

In this section the exact maximum aposteriori probability estimator is
applied to the tracking problem. The exact MAP estimator does not use ap
proximations of nonlinearities with expansions around the current state esti
mates. Therefore this filter does not show the sensitivity problems that are
known from the EKF. This filter is of great importance since it represents the
best implementable filter and it can be used as a reference for the discussion
of the accuracy of approximate filters.

With the implementation of the exact MAP filter (EMF) the difficulty of
the computation of the conditional mean is avoided but the density function
has to be represented in closed form. Systems without input noise allow for
the construction of the exact conditional density function. Due to the struc
rure of the density function only a nonrecursive formula can be implemented
and for this the complete measurement and control sequence is needed. The
complexity of the algoritlun can be reduced by using the properties of the
tracking problem in the cartesian reference frame.
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4.8.1 Assumptions

The application of an exact maximum aposteriori probability estimator
to the tracking problem is only possible for problems without input noise.
This is because the filter algorithrn involves the propagation ofthe state back
to the initial time to compute the exact probability density function. For the
system (4.2)-(4.3) it is therefore assumed that:

/3=0 (4.132)

This represents the case where the target does not maneuver. For a torpedo
ship engagement this assumption is realistic but in the case of an air-to-air
engagement the accelerations of the target cannot be neglected. In this sec
tion the eq~ations of the exact MAP filter with assumption (4.132) are pre
sented. An approach to the tracking problem with maneuvering target is giv
en in [13] and [14]. In [33] a possible implementation of a MAP algorithrn
for this case is discussed.

4.8.2 Filter Eguations

With (4.132) the dynamics ofthe system are deterministic and the a pri
ori density at the time tk + 1 results from the solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation in interval [tk' tk + 1] . This computation is done for the general
discrete system in 2.6.2.3 and the solution is given by (2.176). Moreover the
function J(x) defined in (2.177) for the tracking problem is the identity,
therefore the aposteriori conditional density reduces to (2.181) and to the
nonrecursive form (2.182) respectively.

The backward propagation of the state vector is carried out using the
transition matrix defined in (4.24):

tH I

= <I>(tk' tk + l)xk + 1 - J<I>(tk' 't)Gu('t)dt

t1 (4.133)

With this relation it is possible to express the state x at each past sampling
time t j as a function of the state x at the present sampling time:
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(4.136)

Xi(X, + 1) = "'(ti> tk+ 1) [ X, + 1 - T"'(t, +1> ,)GU(,)d-t] (4.134)

The nonrecursive aposteriori probability density function at the time Ik + I

for the planar tracking problem is now given by:

I
P(xk+I,lk+IIYk+l) = ck+lexp{-2:~1:(xk+1npO(xO(xk+1))

(4.135)

where Ck + I is a time dependent normalizing constant and

J'. _ ~ [Yi+ I -h(xi + I(xk + I))] 2
'-J1:(xk + I) - Li ----S"""".-----

i = 0 I + I

The exact MAP estimate Xk + 11 k+ I is obtained by maximizing (4.135) with
respect to xk + I'

4.8.3 Remarks

i) xi(xk + I) is the value xk + I propagated back to the time li' The evalua
tion of (4.134) is possible only if the input history u('t) is known. There
fore the exact MAP estimator is not applicable to tracking problems in
volving maneuvering targets with unknown acceleration.

ii) The evaluation of (4.136) requires the computation of a sum of an in
creasing number of terms involving all past measurements. Hence all in
coming measurements must be stored.

iii) If the initial density Po can be expressed in closed form the gradient and
the Hessian of p(xk + I' I k + 11 Yk + I) may be computed analytically.
This increases the efficiency of the numerical maximization. If in addi
tion Po is of exponential form

I
po(xo> = cOexp { -2:'Yo(xo, IOn (4.137)

the maximization of p(Xk + l' Ik + dYk + I) reduces to the minimization
of the exact loss function

(4.138)
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4.8.4 The Gradient and the Hessian of the Density

The numerical minimization of the loss function (4.138) is carried out
using a modified Newton method [34, 35]. The ana1ytical computation ofthe
gradient and of the Hessian of the function y increases the accuracy of the
algorithrn and decreases the computation time.

It is now assumed that the initial density is Gaussian with mode Xo and
covariance Po' The exponent of (4.137) is:

yo(xo,to) = (x-xO)TPÜI(x-xO) (4.139)

The calculation of the gradient and of the Hessian of the function y is based
on the properties of the linear dynamics of the system. With (4.133) the state
x at the time tk is expressed as a function of the state at tk + 1.This relation
can be continued from step to step:

X k _ 1 = xk_l(xk(xk + I))

With (4.134) one obtains:

oxj(xj + I)a = <1>(t j , t j + I)
x j + 1

and with (4.140):

ox. 1 ox. 1 ox.1- 1- 1

aXj + 1 = ~aXj+ 1

= <1>(tj -I' t j)<1>(tj' t j + 1) = <1>(tj - I' t j + 1)

and

(4.140)

(4.141)

(4.142)

(4.143)

(4.144)

For a time invariant system with a constant samp1ing time Tone can write:

OX1~Xj) ..
= <1>'-1(0, 1)---ax:-

1

and for the tracking problem with (4.24):

I
I 0 (i - j) T 0 1

<1>(t., t.) = 0 1 0 (i - j)
1 1 00 1 0

00 0 1
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(4.146)

Notice that the evaluation of this equation requires the input history u(-r) and
the measurement history Yk. The Hessian is the derivative of the gradient
with respect to the state vector. Let:

_ ~[-(Yj-h(Xj)) Oh(X)]
M(xj,t j) -:'l S :'l

oXj j oX j

(4.147)

The Hessian is then given by:

j = k

= 2 L (<I>k-j(O, 1)) TM(x
j
, Ij)<I>k-j(O, 1)

j = 1

+ 2 (<I>k(O, 1)) TPo 1<I>k(O, 1)

(4.148)

Simulation results are presented in the next chapter together with the results
of other filters.
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Chapter5

5 Simulation Results

In this chapter the simulation results obtained with the filters analJZed
above are presented with the goal to confinn the analysis of the prevtous
chapters.

5.1 Implementation Criteria

Only a subset of the analyzed filters is implemented and tested fOT the
application to the tracking problem. The criteria for implementation are giv
en in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Not Implemented Filters

The following filters are not implemented.

i) The CfF (section 3.6 and seetion 4.6) is not implemented because it$ es
timation accuracy cannot exceed the accuracy of the IEKF (section 3.2)
as shown in section 3.6.

ii) The AEBF (seetion 3.8) is not a candidate for real time applicatiom be
cause the computationalload to evaluate the algorithrn is unrealistically
high. This is because the Fokker-Planck equation must be solved at least
for a third order approximation of the drift. Notice that the AEBF can
only be implemented in polar coordinates where the measurement mod
el is linear and the system dynamies are nonlinear.

iii) Like the AEBF the second order ASIF (seetion 3.5 and section 4.5) is
not a candidate for real time applications because of its high order. No
tice that the ASIF yields a 16 state filter whereas the standard second or
der filters (Gaussian and truncated second order filters) require only 4
states for the same order of approximation.
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5.1.2 Implemented Filters

The following filters are implemented.

i) The first filters presented are the EKF (section 3.1 and section 4.2) and
the EMF (section 4.8). These filters are used as a reference for the dis
cussion of the other algorithms. The EKF represents the filter which has
to be improved and the EMF is the only exact implementable algorithm
for the planar tracking problem without input noise.

ii) The AMF (section 3.7 and section 4.7) and MAMF (section 4.7) are im
plemented. The effects of the inconsistent approximation presented in
section 4.7 are discussed.

iii) The discussion of the PLF presented in section 4.3 shows three different
possible implementations of this filter. The algorithms presented in
4.3.1.1 (PLFl) and in 4.3.1.2 (PLF2) represent two different applica
tions of the method presented in section 3.3. Therefore only the PLF2 is
implemented. The bias effects due to the second order approximation of
the noise are discussed. Moreover the algorithm presented in 4.3.1.3
(PLF3) is also implemented. Here the effects of using a measurement
matrix C depending on the measured value Yk which yields a correlation
with the error in the states are presented. The possible correction of this
problem given in 4.3.1.3 of using the estimated bearing angle (Pkl k _ 1
instead of the measured value Yk for the calculation of the gain vector is
also studied (MPLF3).

iv) The possibility to improve the performance ofthe EKF using second or
der filters is analyzed with the implementation of the MTSOF and the
MGSOF (section 3.4).

5.2 Generation of the Results

In this section the simulation results obtained with the filters listed in
subsection 5.1.2 are discussed. In particular the EKF, the EMF, the AMF, the
MAMF, the PLF, the MTSOF, and the MGSOF are considered. These filters
are tested on precomputed data of a planar air-to-air intercept scenario for a
non-maneuvering target. The structure of the simulation procedure is shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Structure 0/ the simulation procedure

A simulation run includes three different stages. The first one is the def
inition of the intercept scenario. This involves the choice of the initial geom
etry and of the noise levels. The tracking algorithms are applied to precom
puted and stored trajectories. This is done in order to eliminate the coupling
effects between the filters and the guidance law. The precomputed data are
generated using aseparate program where the guidance law for the missile
is proportional navigation [10]. The filtering stage involves the initialization
and the tuning of the filters. All these filters run in parallel. The generated
state estirnates are analyzed in the last step.
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5.2.1 Definition of the intercept scenario

Consider the intercept geometry depicted in Figure 9.

(km]

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

[km]

Figure 9: Missile-Target Flight Path

The initial conditions of this scenario using the notation of Figure 4 are:

"(MUO) = 0 [deg]

"(';'tO) = 45 [deg]

RUo) = 5 [km]

vMUO) = 270 [m/s]

v-!JO) = 270 [m/s]

Moreover the target does not maneuver and the altitude is constant:

h = 10 [km]

aT = 0 [m/s2j

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.9)

The measurement noise is generated using a radar model. The power spec
tral density has the form:

r 1r = kMrO+ R (5.8)

where R is the range. The constants r 0 and r 1 are

r 0 = 56.25 x 10-8 [rad2 s]
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r 1 = 23.22 x 10-3 [rad2 m2 s] (5.10)

The spectral densities (5.9)-(5.10) are given in [28]. Here these values are
used as reference. The parameter kM is used to increase or decrease the noise
level. The discrete measurements are obtained by averaging 10 discrete
noisy values of the bearing angle over the past sampling interval.

5.2.2 The Filtering Stage

In the filter module of the simulation program all the considered algo
rithms are implemented. The input to this module are the measured bearing
angle (4.7) and the accelerations of the missile which are assurned 10 be
known precisely. The outputs are the state estimates of the filters.

The initial density function is assurned to be Gaussian:

(5.11)

The initial state errors are mutually independent Gaussian random nurnbers
of zero-mean. The standard deviations of the state variables are:

0 1 = 100 [m]

O2 = 100 [m]

0 3 = 50 [m!s]

0 4 = 50 [m!s]

According to (5.12)-(5.15) the initial covariance Po is:

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

0 2 0 0 01

o 0 2 0 0
Po = 2 (5.16)

0 o 0 2 03

0 0 o 0 2
4

The sampling interval is:

T = 0.05 [s] (5.17)

The power spectral density of the measurement noise assurned by the filter
is:

(5.18)
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where kF is a tuning parameter of the filter. The variance of the measure
ment noise is:

(5.19)

The power spectral density of the system input noise is assumed to be zero
because a non-maneuvering target is considered:

Q=O (5.20)

This coefficient can be used in the filtering algorithrn as a design parameter
to influence the estimated covariances. In this analysis only the true value
(5.20) for a non-maneuvering target is used. For the tuning of the filters only
the parameter kF is used.

5.3 Analysis of the Results

In this seetion the simulation results obtained by the different filters are
presented. Notice that the range and range rate estimates presented below are
computed from the cartesian estimates:

(5.21)

and

(5.22)

5.3.1 The EKF and the EMF

First the design of the EKF and the EMF is based on the noise parameter:

(5.23)

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the averaged range and range rate esti
mates of the EKF and the EMF obtained from 10 Monte Carlo simulation
runs and with the filter parameter:

(5.24)

The estimates of both the EMF and the EKF are nearly unbiased on the first
part of the trajectory. This is due to the averaging of several runs with sto
chastic initial errors (see Figure 12 and Figure 13 where the history of esti-
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mates of the EKF and the EMF for a selected realization of the measurement
noise and the initial state errors is depicted). The estimates of the EMF are
also nearly unbiased near the final time. Here the estimates of the EKF are
higWy biased due to the linearization of the measurement equation.

The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix PU, i) of the EKF rep
resent the estimated error variances associated with the states xi' To avoid
that the filter underestimates its estimation accuracy the expected squared
estimation error must always be lower then the estimated variance, Le.,

where

E {e~} < PU, i) (5.25)

(5.26)

If this condition is not satisfied the filter may diverge because it does not
consider new information by incoming measurements (the gains are too
smalI). In order to check (5.25) the averaged squared estimation error e~ by
10 Monte Carlo runs are plotted with the error variances PU, i).

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the error variances of the EKF associated
with the range and range rate estimates presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
The filter uses the nominal values for the noise variance, i.e., the parameter
given in (5.24). The error variances associated with the states xi do not sat
isfy the condition (5.25) and the filter may diverge.

The EKF can be tuned by using an higher value for the filter parameter kF .

With

(5.27)

the range and range rate estimates presented in Figure 16 and Figure 17 show
a lower bias in the last part of the trajectory. Moreover the error covariances
for this filter design satisfy the condition (5.25) (see Figure 18 and Figure
19).
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1.0

Figure 10: Range Estimates 0/ EMF and EKF
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Figure 11: Range-Rate Estimates 0/ EMF and EKF
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Figure 12: Range Estimates 0/ EMF and EKF

Range Rate' 100 (m/s)
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Figure 13: Range-Rate Estimates 0/ EMF and EKF
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Error varlance • 1()4 (m2)
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• average of 10 Monte Carlo runs
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Figure 14: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states xl and X2)
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Figure 15: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states x3 and X4)
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Figure 16: Range Estimates of EMF and EKF
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Figure 17; Range-Rate Estimates of EMF and EKF
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Error varionce' 1()4 (m2)
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Figure 18: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states XI and X2)
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Figure 19: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states x3 and X4)
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In order to study the effects of the linearization by the EKF different
measurement noise series with the same initial errors are averaged. More
over the use of an higher noise level shows the limits of the EKF and the su
perior performances of the EMF.

Consider the parameter for the noise generator

kM = 100

and the deterministic initial state errors

eo = [-150,-150,50,50]T

(5.28)

(5.29)

In Figure 20 and Figure 21 a realization with the filter parameter (5.24) is
presented. Both the EMF and the EKF show a bias in the first part of the tra
jectory. In the last part of the engagement the EMF converges to the tTUe tra
jectory and the EKF diverges. Here the estirnated error variance of the posi
tions are lower then the averaged squared estimation errors (see Figure 22).
By using the higher filter parameter (5.27) the algorithm penalizes the in
coming measurements by using a too high noise variance. This results in fil
ter divergence (see Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 24 and Figure 25). By in
creasing the filter parameter kF the filter degenerates to a predictor.

The comparison of the results of the EKF and the EMF give an idea
about the limits within which irnprovements over the EKF can be achieved
by the use ofhigher order MAP-filters.
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Figure 20: Range Estimates 0/ EMF and EKF
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Figure 21: Range-Rate Estimates 0/EMF and EKF
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Figure 22: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states XI and Xz)
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Figure 23: Error variance 0/ the EKF (states x3 and X4)
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Figure 24: Error variance 01 the EKF (states xI and X2)
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Figure 25: Error variance 01 the EKF (states x3 and X4)
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5.3.2 The AMF

The goal of this subsection is to confinn the mechanism of filter diver
gence described in subseetion 4.7.2.

In Figure 26 the behavior of the AMF for the detenninistic initial state
errors (5.29), the noise level (5.28), and the filter parameter (5.24) is present
ed. Results for three different realizations of the measurement noise are pre
sented. For each realization the filter algorithrn breaks down when the a pos
teriori range estimate is zero. Similar results are obtained by testing series
with lower noise levels (kM = 1 and kM = 10).

The minimum of the loss function (3.141) depends on the relative
weighting ofthe update part ~ and ofthe propagation part !C. By using high
er values for the filter parameters kF the update part ~ is penalized stronger
and the minimum is doser to the predicted position. This reduces the prob
ability that the minimization is carried out along a ray in the critical region.
Moreover for too high values of kF the incoming infonnation by the mea
surement is cancelled and the algorithrn reduces to apredictor. Figure 27
shows the effects of increasing kF on the same noise series. Again the initial
state errors (5.29) are used. The noise level used is (5.23). For all the three
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presented values of the filter parameter the AMF breaks down. Moreover it
is visible that by increasing this parameter the filter breaks down at a later
time. The apriori state estimate can be closer to the origin because the high
variance of the measurement noise assumed by the filter guarantees that the
minimum remains sufficiently close to the predicted values. Due to the
Gaussian structure of the noise the probability of break down is always pos
itive.

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

0.0 3.0

Range (km)

6.0 9.0 12.0
time (5)

AMF
kF = 50

15.0 18.0

Figure 27: Range Estimates ofAMFfor differentftlter parameters

5.3.3 The MAMF

The MAMF uses the noise model (4.125). The design parameters <JO
and <JR are used to tune the filter. Using

<JO = S (5.30)

the constant part of the noise model depends on the filter parameter kF as for
the other considered algorithms. The parameter <JR does not represent a
model for the radar form of the measurement noise (5.8) but it is used in or
der to avoid that the origin becomes a minimum of the 10ss function (4.128).
Simulations were carried out for
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r
1

crR = T

where r I is given in (5.10) and for

2
crR = ksROcrO

(5.31)

(5.32)

where Ra is the initial range and ks is tuning parameter.

In Figure 28 the estimates of the MAMF for one realization of measure
ment noise and different values for the design parameter crR are depieted.
The initial state eITors are given in (5.29) and the noise level is set to (5.23).
The filter parameter (5.24) is eonsidered. The values used for the tuning pa
rameter ks are:

(5.33)

(5.34)

By using (5.31) the filter has numerieal problems beeause the state depen
dent part of the noise model crR is too small. The effeets due to this part be
eome relevant only when the filter estimates are close to the origin. The al
gorithm breaks down during the numerieal minimization of the loss funetion
(4.128). The model (5.32) associated with the design parameter (5.33) or
(5.34) shows a sharp divergenee in the last part of the trajeetory. For the
higher value of the design parameter (5.33) this divergenee oeeurs close to
the final time. In Figure 29 the relative position of missile and target in the
eartesian plane close to the origin for the simulation with the design param
eter (5.33) is presented. It is visible that the trajeetory does not pass through
the origin. Furthermore the position beeomes negative in both eartesian di
reetions by inereasing the estimated hearing angle. Due to its definition do
main the are tangent funetion is diseontinuous at 1t.This appears also in Fig
ure 30 where the estimated hearing angle shows a diseontinuous behavior.
By eomparing Figure 28 and Figure 30 it results that the filter divergenee
starts when the estimate hearing angle is diseontinuous.

The divergenee problems known from the AMF do not affeet the
MAMF. The divergenee hehavior of the MAMF presented in Figure 28 fol
lows from the diseontinuity of the are tangent. The filter ean he tuned using
higher filter parameters kF . Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the averaged
range and range rate estimates of the MAMF and the EKF obtained from 10
Monte Carlo simulation runs, with the parameters (5.23) and (5.27) and with
the initial state eITors (5.29).
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A comparison of the results of both of the filters shows that it is possible
to tune the EKF so that its estimated states have the same accuracy as those
of the MAMF. In [32] it is shown that the estimates of the EKF are more ac
curate in general, especially for the range rate although the MAMF uses the
exact representation of the measurement nonlinearity for the update. This
underscores the inadequacy of the approximations (3.141) and (4.128).
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Figure 28: Range Estimates of the MAMF for different filter parameters
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Figure 30: Bearing angle ofthe MAMF
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Figure 32: Range-Rate Estimates of the MAMF and of the EKF
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5.3.4 The PLF

In this subsection the simulation results of three different versions of the
PLF are analyzed.

In Figure 33 and Figure 34 the PLF2 and the EKF are presented for the
noise parameter (5.28) and for

kM = 106 (5.35)

with the initial state errors (5.29) and the filter parameter (5.24). For both
runs the same noise realizations are used. A comparison of the results of the
EKF and the PLF2 shows that for the measurement noise parameter (5.28)
the two filters generate the same estimates (the two curves coincide). In sec
tion 3.3 the PLF and the EKF were compared. The two filter algorithms use
the same covariance equations and the estimated states are related by the lin
earization (3.56). For the PLF2 according to 4.3.1.2 the partial derivatives of
m(y, x) with respect to the measurement y are:

a2n
m(Y, x) I = 0
a 2n

y h(x), x

(5.36)

(5.37)
a2n - 1m(y, x)

ain - 1

and

h(x), x

With (5.36) the expansion (3.56) is a second order approximation. Hence the
differences between the two filters appear in the third and higher order terms
of the expansion (3.56). The effects of the truncation of the higher order
terms can be seen by testing the filters at higher noise levels. For the ex
tremely high noise level (5.35) the two filters generate quite different state
estimates especially in the last part of the trajectory. Furthermore the PLF2
shows more bias then the EKF. This is due to the dependency of the bias of
the PLF2 on the covariance of the measurement noise presented in section
3.3 (see equations (3.60) and (3.63)).
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Figure 34: Range-Rate Estimates 0/PLF2 and EKF
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Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the averaged range and range rate esti
mates of the PLF3 obtained from 10 Monte Carlo simulation runs, with the
parameters (5.23) and (5.27) and with the initial state errors (5.29).

The covariance of the noise term of the pseudo measurement (4 AI) is
proportional to the square of the true range but this quantity is unknown. In
the filtering algorithm the apriori estimate of the position is used to evaluate
the noise covariance. Since the filter underestimates the range the algorithm
uses a smaller covariance than the true value and the filter diverges. The rea
son for the high estimation errors before the divergence is the correlation be
tween the gains Kk, the matrix Ck, and the measured value Yk' Due to this
correlation the covariance equations are wrong. Moreover this correlation is
also a source of bias (see section 4.3). In order to reduce the bias of the filter
a modified version of the PLF3 (MPLF3) is implemented. This algorithm
evaluates the gains using the apriori estimate of the bearing angle (pkj k _ 1.

Thus the matrix Ck and the gains K k are no more correlated.

Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the averaged range and range rate esti
mates of the MPLF3 and of the EKF obtained from 10 Monte Carlo simula
tion TunS, with the parameters (5.23) and (5.27) and with the initial state er
TOrs (5.29). The range estimates of the MPLF3 have a lower bias then those
of the PLF3 and the filter does not diverge. The bias in the first part of the
trajectory in the range rate of both filters is due to the high initial errors in
the velocities. Here the filters underestimate the accuracy. This is visible in
Figure 41 and Figure 42 where the error variances of the MPLF3 and of the
EKF associated with the velocity estimates are compared to the squared es
timated velocity errors.

The comparison of the MPLF3 and the EKF yields the following obser
vations:

- The EKF has a lower bias in the range than the MPLF3.

- The estimated covariances of the EKF are closer to the squared esti-
mated error then those of the MPLF3 in the final part of the trajectory
(Figure 39 and Figure 40).

- The estimated covariances of the positions of the MPLF3 become
noisy in the final part of the trajectory. This is due to the direct depen
dence of the covariance update equations on the stochastic value Yk

via the matrix Ck'
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Figure 38: Range-Rate Estimates 0/MPLF3 and EKF
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Figure 41: Error variance 0/ MPLF3 and EKF (state x3)
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Figure 42: Error variance 0/MPLF3 and EKF (stare X4)
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5.3.5 The MGSOF and the MTSOF

In this subsection the simulation results of the MGSOF and of the MT
SOF are analyzed. Many simulation runs were done for different noise levels
and filter parameters. The obtained results can be summarized as folIows:

- The differences in the estimated states between the three analyzed fil
ters are negligible. There is no bias reduction even with the introduc
tion ofthe second order approximation in the innovation process. Fig
ure 43 and Figure 44 show the averaged range and range rate esti
mates of the MGSOF, the MTSOF, and the EKF obtained from 10
Monte Carlo simulation runs, with the parameters (5.23) and (5.27)
and with the initial state errors (5.29).

- In the last part of the engagement the MGSOF and the MTSOF have
larger covariance estimates of the first and second state variable than
the EKF. Figure 45 - Figure 48 show the error variances associated
with the range and range rate estimates presented in Figure 43 and
Figure 44.

- By increasing the noise level the second order filters behave like the
EKF. This and the results of the EMF for the same noise level (Figure
20 and Figure 21) suggest that the divergence of the filters is due to
the truncation of the higher order terms of the measurement equation.
Figure 49 and Figure 50 show the averaged range and range rate esti
mates of the MGSOF, the MTSOF, and the EKF obtained by increas
ing the noise level to (5.28) and for the parameter kF given in (5.24)
and (5.27). The averaged error variances of the EKF for the same
noise level and filter parameters are found in subsection 5.3.1.

Conclusion: The application of the second order filters MGSOF and MTSOF .
to the planar tracking problem does not improve the performances of the
EKF.
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Figure 44: Range-Rate Estimates 0/MGSOF, MTSOF and EKF
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Figure 45: Error variance 0/ MGSOF, MTSOF and EKF (state Xl)
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Figure 46: Error variance 0/ MGSOF, MTSOF and EKF (state X2)
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Figure 47: Error variance 0/MGSOF, MTSOF and EKF (state X3)
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Figure 49: Range Estimates 0/MGSOF. MTSOF and EKF
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Chapter6

6 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis new approaches to the planar tracking problem based on
noisy measurements of the hearing angle are investigated. The analysis
starts with the discussion of three classes of exact filtering algorithrns. Using
different methods approximate filters associated with these exact algorithms
are derived.

6.1 Survey of tbe Analyzed Filters

In this section a survey of the results is given. The filters are divided into
five groups.

6.1.1 First Order Expansion of Drift and Measurement Model

The first group includes filters that are based on a first order approxima-
tion of the nonlinearities in the drift or in the measurement model:

1) The extended Kalman filter (EKF)

2) The iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF)

3) The pseudolinear filter (PLF)

Results:

- In the deterministic case the PLF represents the exact solution
of the underlying nonlinear filtering problem.

- The PLF uses the same covariance equations as the EKF.

- The bias effects of the PLF result from the truncation of the
second order terms of the approximation of the noise term.

Conclusions:

- The use of the PLF does not yield any improvement of the ac-
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curacy of the estimated states with respect to the EKF.

6.1.2 Higher Order Expansion of Drift and Measurement Model

The second group inc1udes the filters that use second and higher order
approximations of the nonlinearities:

4) The modified Gaussian second order filter (MGSOF)

5) The modified truncated second order filter (MTSOF)

6) The approximated system immersion filter (ASIF)

Results:

- Compared to the MGSOF and MTSOF the ASIF requires a
high amount of computations. An application of the ASIF to
the tracking problem yie1ds a 17 (16) state filter whereas the
standard second order filters (Gaussian and truncated second
order filters) require only 4 state variables for the same order
of approximation.

- The output of the ASIF is the aposteriori density function.
The estimation of the state must be carried out separately by
using the MAP or the MS estimator. In view of the high order
of the filter this requires extensive computation time com
pared to the MGSOF and MTSOF.

Conclusions:

- The introduction of the second order terms by the MGSOF
and MTSOF does not improve the performances of the EKF.

- The ASIF represents a possible approach to avoid the sensi
tivity problems known from the EKF because a reference tra
jectory different from the estimated trajectory could be used.
Here the convergence of the approximation can be augmented
using higher order expansions. Furthermore to reduce the nu
merical complexity it can be assumed that the immersed linear
problem has a Gaussian distribution. The problem then reduc
es to a linear Gaussian problem.

6.1.3 Expansion of the Density Function

The third group inc1udes filters that use a second order approximation of
the density function:
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7) The coordinate transformation filter (CTF)

8) The approximated MAP filter (AMF)

9) The modified approximated MAP filter (MAMF)

Results:

- The CTF uses the same covariance equations as the IEKF.

- The AMF and the MAMF are based on an inconsistent ap-
proximation of the density function.

- The AMF and the MAMF use the aposteriori estimates to
evaluate the aposteriori covariance, similar to the IEKF.

- The output of the AMF and the MAMF is the aposteriori den
sity function. The estimation of the states must be carried out
separately by using the MAP or the MS estimator. This re
quires an expensive computation.

Conc1usions:

- The use of the CfF does not bring an improvement of the ac
curacy of the estimated states with respect to the IEKF.

6.1.4 Potential Assumption

This group includes filters that are based on the existence of an appro
priate potential function:

10) The approximated extended Benes filter (AEBF)

Results:

- The AEBF requires an high computational amount. This is be
cause the Fokker-Planck equation must be solved on line at
least for a third order approximation of the drift.

- The AEBF can only be applied to the tracking problem in po
lar coordinates where the measurement model is linear.

- For systems without input noise the drift function is approxi
mated with a first order expansion and the filter reduces to the
EKF.

- The AEBF is based on a second order approximation of the
density function around the estimated trajectory.

- The output of the AEBF is the aposteriori density function.
The estimation of the states must be carried out separately by
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using the MAP or the MS estimator.

Conclusions:

- The AEBF uses a consistent approximation of the density
function but the high computational power required for the
on-line solution of the Fokker-Planck equation renders the
implementation of this filter unrealistic.

6.1.5 Exact Filters

For the studied planar tracking problem without input noise it is possible
to implement

11) The exact MAP filter (EMF)

Results:

- The EMF does not depend on the current estimate.

- The absence of approximations (expansions) in the algorithm
renders the EMF more robust then all the approximate filters
In particu1ar the EMF does not show the divergence problems
known from the EKF.

- The EMF is the on1y implementab1e exact a1gorithm for the
studied planar tracking problem. The numerica1 implementa
tion of the exact mean square filter is theoretically possible
(system without input noise) but it requires an on-line compu
tational cost that is unrealistically high.

- A restriction is that the EMF can be implemented only for
problems without input noise. Possible extensions to the gen- .
eral problem are topics of future research.

Conclusions:

- The application to the planar tracking problem confirms that
the sensitivity problems can be avoided only by using filtering
algorithms where the state estimates are not used as reference.
This filter shows its superior performance with respect to the
approximate algorithms. Unfortunately the implementation of
the EMF is based on the assumption that the input history is
exactly known. Hence the EMF cannot be used for scenarios
with unknown target maneuvers. A possible approach to
avoid this problem is presented in [33]. Here a separate filter
estimates the target maneuver and the MAP estimator pro-
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cesses only a limited number of the latest measurements.

6.20utlook

From the analysis of many different approximate filter algorithms it
turns out that the use of expansions of the drift and measurement function or
of the density function cannot avoid the sensitivity problems known from
the EKF. These filters in general do not perfonn better then the EKF. A pos
sible approach to avoid this problem is to use a reference trajectory which is
independent of the estimated states. Two of the studied filters could use this
structure:

- For the ASIF the convergence of the approximation Can be improved
using higher order expansions and the numerical complexity can be
reduced with a Gaussian assumption for the immersed linear problem.

- The PLF algorithm shifts the dependence of the reference trajectory
on the system matrices to the covariance of the pseudo noise. This
suggests to use a predetermined function as noise covariance.

The sensitivity problems are avoided by using the EMF. This filter is exact
and its perfonnance is superior to those of the approximate algorithms. Fur
thennore the approximate algorithms which assume a Gaussian structure for
the density function represent an approximation of the EMF and their per
fonnances cannot be superior to those of the EMF. Unfortunately the EMF
cannot be used for systems with input noise.

Possible approaches to this problem together with the previously pre
sented possibility to modify the ASIF or the PLF are fields of future re
search.
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Summary

In this thesis new approaches to the planar tracking problem are inves
tigated. The tracking problem involves the estimation of the location and the
velocity of a nonstationary target based on noisy bearing-angle measure
ments. This problem is a nonlinear filtering problem. An exact finite dimen
sional solution of this problem does not exist. Therefore approximate filters
must be derived to obtain implementable algorithms. The standard approach
is based on the linearisation of the nonlinearities around the current state es
timates (extended Kalman filter). It turns out that the performance of the ex
tended Kalman filter is usually very poor. This is the motivation for the in
vestigation of new methods to derive approximate tracking filters.

As a starting point for the development of new tracking algorithms the
exact filters for three classes of problems are studied. First the linear Gaus
sian problem is presented (Kalman filter). Then systems with a potential and
linear measurements are considered (Benes and extended Benes filter). The
last class covers all finite dimensional problems (solution with immersion).
The possibilities to derive approximate algorithms from the exact filters as
sociated with each problem class are discussed and compared with the EKF.

The problems of the EKF are essentially a consequence of the linearisa
tion around the current state estimates. These sensitivity problems are avoid
ed only by using filtering algorithms where the state estimates are not used
as reference. The only implementable filter algorithm for the tracking prob
lem under consideration that fulfills this condition is the exact maximum a
posteriori probability filter. An efficient implementation of the filter is pre
sented. Simulation results show its superior performance with respect to the
EKF.
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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden verschiedene neue Ansätze zur Lösung des ebe
nen Trackingproblemes untersucht. Das Trackingproblem besteht aus der
Schätzung der Position und der Geschwindigkeit eines nichtstationären Zie
len auf der Basis von verrauschten PeilwinkeImessungen. Dieses Filterungs
problem ist nichtlinear und hat keine exakte Lösung. Es müssen deswegen
approximative Algorithmen entwickelt werden. Die am meisten benützte
Methode besteht aus der Linearisierung der Nichtlinearitäten um den
Schätzwert (Erweitertes KaIman Filter). Diese Algorithmen zeigen aber in
der Regel schlechte Ergebnisse. Das ist der Anlaß für die Suche nach neuen
Methoden zur Herleitung approxirniete Filter.

Am Anfang der Entwicklung von neuen Algorithmen für das Tracking
problem steht die Untersuchung von drei Klassen von exakten Filtern. In der
ersten Klasse wird das lineare Gaußsche Problem (Kaiman Filter) darge
stellt. In der zweiten sind Systeme präsentiert, die ein Potential und eine li
neare Messgleichung haben (Renes und Erweitertes Benes Filter). In der
letzten Klasse werden endlichdimensionale Problemen untersucht (Lösung
durch Immersion). Die Möglichkeiten approximative Filtern aus den exak
ten Algorithmen herzuleiten, bildet mit dem Vergleich mit dem Erweitertes
Kalman Filter den zweiten Teil der Arbeit. Anschließend werden diese Filter
für das Trackingproblem angewendet und diskutiert.

Die Sensitivität auf die momentanen Schätzungen ist eines der Haupt
probleme beim Entwurf von Trackingfiltern, die auf einer Linearisierung be
ruhen. Diese Sensitivität kann nur eliminiert werden, indem man Algorith
men benützt, die vom Schätzwert unabhängig sind. Der einzige implemen
tierbare Algorithmus, der diese Bedingung erfüllt, ist das exakte "maximum
aposteriori probability" Filter. Eine effiziente Implementation wird präsen
tiert. Simulationsresultate zeigen seine Überlegenheit im Vergleich zum er
weiterten KaIman Filter.
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